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iADSTHACT
A (p ,n) group G is a permutation group (on. a
set 0) whLch possesses a rcguLar- normal elementary
abelian subgroup of order pn. The set Q may be
identified 'vi th a vector space V on wh Lc h Go' ~~he
stabi~izer of a point in G, acts as a subgroup of ~hc
general linear group GL(n,p). By a line o£ a subset
~ of v, we mean the intersection of ~ with a' .
one-dimensional subspace of V. The main. r-o suI t (Tl1.corc;.....:._.~. 2.)
concerns (*) - groups, the term we give JGO r-arik :3 (p ~n;
groups in which the stabilizer of a point is doubLy >
transitive on the lines of a suborbit. The essence or
the problem is that of finding those subgroups of
PGL (n,p) whd.ch have t,.,o orbits on the projective space
PG (n ~ l,p) and act doubly - transitively on onc of them.
The notion of rank of a permutation group is discussc~
in l.l, ''lhile in l.2 we outline D.G.Higman's combLrra cor-Lz.L
treatment of r-ank :3 groups.
Associated ,nth each permutation group having a rcsu~.:..:
subgroup is Cl. certain S - ring, an algebraic structure
whLch is basic to our t.heory. In 2.1 we define p ar amc ·~0:l."S
of' a r-arik 3 S - ring whd.ch coincide ,d th thos o of any
.associated r-ank :3 group. Hence (*) - group with given
parameters may be classif'ied by finding all S - rin.:;s
the s~me parameters and then finding the associated
(*) - groups. To assist in this task the concepts of
residual S-ring and the automorphism group of an S-ri~g
arc introduced. Also of great value is Ta~aschkers
notion of' the dual S-ring, wh i.ch is adapted to OUi~\.:.J'_;
in 2.2.
In 3.1 we see how the imposition of conditions
of transitivity on a suborbit of a rank 3 (p,n) gro~~
leads to inf'ormation about the parameters. In 3.3 tl"...e
various relations connecting the parameters of'a (*)-
group are combined to yield specific sets of'par-amcccz-s,
all of whi.chare f'ound in §lJ: to admi t z-anlc 3 S - rin~s.
From results concerning the uniqueness of'thes e S - ri:-..~s ~
• I
certain finite simple groups are characterised as their
automorphism groups, and the proof' of'the main theorem
is completed. A number of'results are obtained as
by - products in §ll:, notably the ariswer' to a question
raised by Wielandt and a new representation of the
simple group PSL(3,4) as a subgroup of PO-(6,J), leadin6
to an interesting presentation of a recently-discovered
balanced block design.
§5 is devoted to rank J (p,n) groups in ,...hich the
transitivity condition on G is replaced by thoo
condition that the associated block design is balanced.
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D 1. INTRODUCTION. In this section we introduce mo~t
of our notation and some of the results to be used l~ter on.
,I •
§ 1.1 Permutation Groups.
Let .fL be a finite set of' arbitrary elements which
we call points and denote by lower case Greek letters.
A permutation on Jl.. is a 1-1 mapping of' j)_ into i tselL
'.ie denote the Lmago of' the points a £.J'L under the
per'mut a tion g by (a) g, or by ag whor-e conf'usion will not
arise. l-:e define the product gh of t.wo permutations <;
and h on J'L by (a)gh = (ag)h, hence reading products
f'rom left to right. Hi th respect to tilis operation the
set of all permutations of SL is a group, the syr.iFlCtric
p;roup on fL , denoted by S(St). By a perlnutation rTOU~)
G on.J1.. we mean a subgroup of S(fl) • For such a [;roujI,
we define an equivalence relation '" on 5l as foLl.ows :
for any two points a an d ~ of SL , a rv ;3 if P = ag for some
g £ G. The equivalence classes of ~ on JL arc called
the orbits of' G on Jl. . If G has just one orbit G is
said to be trans:i. tive on JL .
For any element a. £ J'L we let Ga, denote the subgroup
{g EG ag = a} of G, called the stabilizer of cc.
The following theorem is basic to the theory of
permutation groups.
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TlleorCl:l1.1.1. Let G be a permutation group on
If ex. c: f'>_ and .6 is the orbit containing a, t.n on tile
order I 6 i of .6 is equal to the index IC;Gal oJ: Ca in C.
Proof
Wc define a map G from the set of right cosets of G~
in G to the sct .6 by
It is casy to show that ~ is well-defined and is a bijcc~ion.
G is said to be I;:-transit ivc on )L if' for every t.wo
ordered k-tuples (a1" •• ,ak) and (~1'.'. ,$k) of points 0:
5L (with cx. ~ CI.., ~. ~ ~. for i ~ j) there exists g E G
~ J ~ J
such that a.g = ~., i = l, ••• ,k.~ ~ Thus I-transitivity is
the same as transitivity. The next theorem follows ~asily
from the definition.
~::'hcorem1.1.2. Let G be transitive on J\ and a E ,'._
Then G is (l\.+l)-transitive on J\ if and only if G isex.
Ic=t r-ansLt i ve on Jl...-cx.
The notion of rank is d~signed to deal with those
transitive groups which are not 2-transitive; we suy G
has rank r on .J'L. if G is transitive on '\J _ and Ga. has r
orbits (including {a.}). Thus the rank 2 groups are
precisely the 2-transitive groups. The orbits of G andex.
their orders are called suborbits of G and subCc~rccs of G
respectively. \"lededuce from the f'oLl.owi.ng Lemme that
the rank and subdcgrees of a transitive pcnnuLation· group
are well-defined.
- 3 -
LeiW;J<l 1.1.,). Let G be a permutation ;"\~';roupon J L •
Let a E f\_ and g E G. Then
-1
(i) Gag = g Gag
(ii) If 6 is an orbit of Ga then
6g = { ~g : ~E 6- } is an orbit of Gag
.1
Proof
(i) If h c; -1 then -1g Gag, h = g kg for some 1..: t: G .a
Now ( -1C(.g ) s 1..: s = cclcg = ag
i.e.
and similarlyThus
Hence
(ii) is a straightforward consequence of (i).
If G is transitive on fL , 1.1.3(ii) shows "that the
rank and subdegrees of G are independent of the choice of 0:..
Diagram 1 shows how transitivity and r-arrkeach cover
the range of non-trivial transitive permutation groups.
Since the representation of a group G on the right
cosot s of a subgroup II «IIx)g = H x g for x s g E G) is
transitive, all abstract groups appear at least once in
this table. \':esee that soluble groups generally ii~~VC
a lower degree of transitivity than non-abelian simple
groups. The doubly transitive soluble groups were fOULd
by Huppert in 1957 [hJ, the only 3-tral:sitive arnori g -L1CSC
bcLrrg S_ and Sll'
;)
M..." M........ 2 ( 1"c, ("'" ,t~) ,,-ll .,
:5
Ko'\\I,....J_ -t.",l:-.;:.
-4
\
V\ Cl., • ""'"b .;. t ~ .....,.,
). .;. ~ ,.1 ... .:' ,. o toJ·l~ ~
-,
.>
I", dv..,(.(. '.> ",l[
+.",,;\;;e
50, ...b\~ J,..~"'~~
s ~s n-trans~t~ve on n po~nts, 'rllileA ~sn n
(n-2)-transit~ve on n }lo~nts; for if (ex.1"" ,ex. 2) andn-
(01 , ••• ,~ 0) are ordered (n-2)-tuples, one of the twon- ...
permutat~ons
I ex.1 o: ex. ;:) , fex.l ex. ex.n_l ex. \... n-2 n-l ... n-2 n \\ ~l ~n-2 Q ~~l $n-2 ~n ~n-l)• •• fJn_l ...
is even. The only other known ll-transi tive groups c.re t11C
Hathieu groups Nll, M23 (L.l:-transitive),1'112 and ~'!2l1
(5-transitive).
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Groups of'low rank are of interest since all lc n o v.n
finite simple groups occur as such. Indeed the clussicul
finite simple groups all have representations of rank < 5,
while 13 of the 18 sporadic finite simple groups (known in
1970) have rank 3 representations.
./ '
§ 1.2 Rank 3 Groups - IIigman Designs.
Permutation groups of r-anl c 3 received little attention
until 196L1 when D.G. Iligman [\OJ tackled them from a
c orab Ln at or-La L point of view. Higman's treatment was not
applicable to rank 2 groups, but he later [llJ generalized
some of the work to groups of arbitrary rank> 3. iie will
n01'1describe hov IIigman associated with each rank 3 group
a certain block design, having the-given group as a
collineation group. For the rest of § 1.2, we SUp?OSC that
1nl = n and that G is a ranIc 3 permutation group "on )_
with subdegrees k and £. For a E Jl. , let .6 (a) and -iI (cc )
denote the orbits of length k and £ respectively 0:[ Ga..
Dy 1.1.3(ii) we may suppose that
(1.2.1): 6 (og ) 6(a)g, i'orall a ("'\ E G:;;; E: ) L , g
No." let A 16(a)n~C3)1 :forn E 6(a)= p
and ~ = j6(cx)n6(Y)/ for Y E: r(ex.) .
Lemma 1.2.2. A and ~ arc independent of the choice of
p E 6 (cc ) and Y E: rea)
- 6 -
Froof. Let P1 '~2 si:.(ex) •
~1g = ~2 for some g E GexThen
lIence
( .6.(0:.) (\, .6(P1 »g = b.(o:.)g A L (131 )g
= 6. (0:.g) 1\ ,6 (:31s ) by ( 1 • 2. 1 )
= 6(a.) f'\L:.(~2)
r i
= j[:.(a.)" 4(;32)! This
shows that /\ and similarly ~ are \'lell-defined.
Thus with a rank 3 group G we associate a block
, . '\')
Cl e 5 a gn J.::> , "\Vith par.::tmeters (Ie,,e ,)." ~») whos c poin t s
are the clements of .fL and whose blocks are the sets
.6 (0:.), one for each 0:. C; J\. . \1e call
desirrn. .rBy a second IIis:;man design w e mean the. design ~,:;'
wl'i os o points are again the points' of Jl and whose bLocks
are the sets a. v ~ (c ) , one for each a. £ Jl .
(1.2.1) shows that G is a collineation group of these
designs. Both kinds of Higman design arc symmetric
partially-balanced incomplete blocle designs (symmetric
since the number of points is the same as the number of
,
blocks; partially-balanced since the nwnber of points in
the intersection of any 2 blocks is one of two fixed in~~escr.::.J •
In a symmetric bal.::tnced incomplete block design, the nui.rb cr-
of points in the intersection of any 2 blocks is a cOlls~a~~;
so we see that:
A first IIigman design is balanced <==:;> fl = \.\
(1. 2. I1) ; A second Higman design is balanced <==:;> fl ::; \ r-,/ T ~.
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IIigman showed that certain relations hol~ among the
parameters 0(,£, ~ ,Il):
Lemma 1.2.5. (Lemma 5 of [lvJ)
Il,e = k (le - 1 - )..)
Fix an element a of J~ • ~e count the number
N of' ordered pairs (~,y) wat.h ~ -j ex and Y S 4(ex) '" .6(,3) •
There are le elements ~ in 6. (a) .for each of whi.ch
i 6. (a) /\ L1 (~) I = p\, and there are R clements f3 in r' (cc)
f'or each of which /6. (a) 1\ .6( p) I = Il •
lIence N =
On the other hand we hclve le choices f'or Y and for each of
thesc'we have k-l choices for a.
Henc e .'\ le + Il£ = Idk-l) and the result follows.
,~
As in § 29 of' [2.1.J we denot e by G the (complex)
permutation representation of G, and let fl, ••• ,fs denote
the degrees of the irreducible constituents or G.;t- • l-~
f'oLd.ows from § 29 of [.u...] that if G has r-ank :3, then s = .3
and we may take fl = 1. By considering the eigenvalues
0:[ the incidence matrix of' t'he block design ~~ associated
with G, Higman showed that
(1.2.6): 21(+0-\1)(1\:+ ..0 -:;:-{d(k+£)
+ 2'! d if' IGI is even
whI Lo f 2 = f.3 = k if'! GI is odd.
(d = (),-1l)2 + ll(k-Il»
From this IIi2;man immediately derived further numcrical
conditions on the parameters:
n- () -
Lemma 1.2.7. (Lemma 7 of' [IOJ)
If IGl is even then either
I k = £, ~ = ~+l = k/2 and f2 = f3 = k, or
II d = C\_~)2 + Ll(k_~) is a square, and
(i) if n is even, id divides 2k+(A-~)(k+£)
and 2'[d ciacs not, while
(ii) if n is odd, 2id divides 2k+(~-~)(k+£)
One way of finding rank 3 groups is to find block
designs with parameters satisfying the conditions of
Lemmas 1.2.5 and 1.2.7 and then see if the pointsof' the
design admit a rank 3 collineation group.
parameters for a Higman design and only 2 conditions on
them, it makes sense to try to classify rank 3 groups
satisfying conditions which give further inf'ornwtion about
the parameters (prefo:rably, two more relations). As a
simple example, we ,,,"illno,..find all primitive rank 3 gr-oups
in wh i.ch Gcx.is 2-transitive on both .6.(ex.) and r (o. ) ,
We first give necessary and sufficient conditions on the
parameters for a r-anlc 3 gro}lp to be primitive.
Lemma 1.2.8. Suppose G is a rank 3 group with k < l.
Then G is primitive if and only if ~ .; 0
if and only if )...; k-l.
Proof. See p s LL18 of [IOJ.
The following lemma of Higman (sec (2.6) of [II J) shows
hot.. the double transitivity of Gcx.gives information .'l00Utt he
parameters.
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LCI;lL1<1 1.2.9. Suppose G is primitive r-a nk 3 :\a group or.. _; ;_
with 6 and r chosen so that k < e .
(i) If Gex. is 2-transitive on .6(a.) , then \= 0
(ii) If Ga. is 2-transitive on ;(a.), then p. = 1\:-;';+1
Proof. (i) Let !3 E ~ (o.) • Since G is transitive ona.,f3
6.(ex.) i3
• I-
,6.(0'.) - P < l\(~) or Ll(ex.) - i3 < \' (~) .
and hence i A (a ) A 6.(13) = 0 or 1c-l respectively.
nut ~ t k-l by 1.2.8, and so we have ~ = 0 •
(ii) is proved similarly.
Theorem 1.2.10. Suppose G is a primitive rank 3 group in
which G is 2-transitive on both ~ and r. ex. Then
I 51.. \ = 5 and G ~ DIO' the dihedral group of order le.
Proof. Choose ~ and r such that k < l. By 1.2.9,
~ = 0 and ~ = k-R,+l. Since ~ > 0 by 1.2.8, we must hnve
~ = 1 and 1~:::::;£, whence k = Idk-l) by 1.2.5.
This gives k = 2 and the parameters are thus (2,2,0,1).
By 1.1.1, G is a subgroup oJ S5 of order 5.2 = 10.
Since S5 contains no elements of order 10, the only
possibility is that G is isomorphic to DIO' It is easily
checked that the representation of DIO on the cosets of
a subgroup of order 2 has the required form.
In Table 2 we list some investigations carried out in
recent years which have yielded more interesting rank 3
r;roups.
•
C\J
-lO-
c
(.) tilH I-;
!;.J)(.)
(')+l
'i:l C)
o
r-I
Q
............ ,...;
r-l ....0o ..
.. \,!)
CIl ..
.. C"\
CIl ~
~ ..
..0
If\ ,...;
s..-o...... s::
If\ ~
......
r-I..
o
...... C\l
r-l 0'\
.. r-Io C"\.. ..
CIl C"-
o::< L'\..........
C"- ..
........0
.. u'\o C\l
L'\ C"\
•
r-I
II
;:i.
s::o
......
C\l
..o Cl)
.. .0-
I'- (.)
['-. +l +l
.. o C,i
ea ~ rll
.:; ~ gl
.. r:l 0
o El 01o
r-I +l
til
...... 'n
C\l ~
..
o
o
,...;
......
,...;
......
l1'\~
<: ..
......
C\l...... ..
C\l 0.. ..o If\.. ~o ..
,...;0
.. rl
l!\ '-'.. ..
............
rl C\l
II II
<-<
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Some of the notation in Table 2 :cequires explanation.
T'l ie notation for tileclassical groups is standard, U mcanLn g
unitary and PSL projective special linear. By [H]:\:. we mean
a semidirect product of II by K. v16 denotes an elemcn~a~y
abelian subgroup of order 16. IrS denotes the Hir;man-Sims
, I
simple group, which was discovered in 1967 [13] as a r-ank 3
extension of the Mathieu group M
22
•
We leave Table 2 with the observation that a classification
of rank 3 groups in wh i.ch Gcx, has r-a nk 3 on both t:,. and
...,
i
would be of interest, for the new simple group of McLaughlin
has such a representation.
The primitive soluble rank , groups have recently been
classified by Foulser ( (.] and Dornhoff ('5 J. They arc of
the form [vJGcx, where V is an elementary abelian regular
normal subgroup of G and one of the following holds.
(i) V n= q and G is isomorphic to a subgroup of the
group of semilinear transformations on the field GF(qn).
In this case Ga has a simple structure, being a
subgroup of a metacyclic group.
(ii) Ga is an imprimitive linear group w i.th a subgroup of
index 2 given by Huppert's classification of doublc-
transitive soluble groups.
of the degrees 72,
4: 4 6 63 , 7 , 2 or 3 •
(iii) G has one
\'le also shall be concerned Hith rank 3 groups ",11ic:1
contain a resular normal elementary abelian subgroup, and
our main task will be an.attempt to find such groups whi.ch
have a high degree of transitivity on a suborbit. The
problem is more fully stated in § 1.,.
- 12 -
§ 1.3 (p n) crouns, ,:' I·
Defore defining a (p,n) sroup, we briefly descrlLc
groups which have a regular normal subgroup.
group G we mean a transitive group on a set J\.. in wh i.ch
Gex.= {i) for every a c: JL •
Suppose G is a permutation group on.J'l..and that G
has a normal regular subgroup H. We distinguish a point
a of fL and associate w i,th every point w of ft that
uniquely determined permutation h c: H for wh Lch (ex.)11= w ,
By virtue of this bijection of S\. onto H we can r-egar-d G
as a permutation group on H; to the permutation g c: G
corresponds the permutation «~)g)' where (h)g is uniquely
specified by the formula
(a)(h)g = (a)hg •
Thus, for each h E H,
(h)k = hk, for k E H
(h)g -1= g h g,
Since the distinguished point a of Sl. corresponds to 1
in H we now wr-Lt e G, instead ,of Ga. The structure of G is
.given by:
Theorem 1.3.1. If G contains a regular normal sub gr-oup II,
then G is isomorphic to the semi-direct product [uJG,.
Proof. Since H is regular, H ~ G, = Cl}. By 1.1.1,
and so G = HG,. Since IIis normal in G.,
the result follows.
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Thus the action of G on IIis determined by that of Ii
and G, and by (1.3.0) we know that II acts in its regular
,)
representation (i.e. on itself by right multiplication) while
G, acts automorphically on H.
If a permutati0n group G contains a regular normal
elementary abelian subgroup H e.f' order pn (['o'rsome prime p)
then, for brevity, we call it a (p,n) group.
A well·knol~ theorem due to Galois (See e.g. [~~J, p.28)
tells us that any primitive soluble group is Cl (p,n) group
for some prime p and integer n. As we mentioned in § 1.2,
all primitive soluble rank 3 groups have already been
classified. We therefore venture the question: are there
any interesting non-soluble rank 3 (p,n) groups?, Of course
a (p,n) group is soluble if and only if G, is soluble. As
we observed in 91.2, high transitivity generally corresponds
to non-solubility, and so 'vewill impose conditions of high
transitivity of G, on Cl suborbit ~ (Because we have
identified fL 'vith H, we now have II = {I} J 6. V r in
a rank 3 (p,n) group). Since G, acts automorphically on II,
the stabilizer Gl,h of a furiher point h also stabilizes ht
for all integers t. \:e therefore define an equivalence
relation on a suborbit t= h2, for some
t with 0 < t < p, and we call the equivalence classes the
lines of .6.. We denote the line containing 11 by 2.:., L1;1cl the
set of lines of 6. by ,6. For (p,n) groups it is ~ore
natural to consider the transitivity of G, on ~ rather
'than on L\. The main theorem we shall prove is:
Thcorcm 1.3.2. Suppose G is a primitive rank 3 (p,n) group
in which G1 is 2-transitive on the lines of a suborbit.
tLet D denote the central subgroup {g £; G1 : (h)g ;;h for all
h £; II, some integer t} of G1. Then the degree of G, the
parameters. of G, and G1/D are respectively
(i) 3, (1,1,0,0), the,cyclic sroup C~ -."<:
)
(ii) 5, (2,2,0,1), DIO *
(iii) p2 (any prime p) , (2(p-l),(p-l)2,p-2,2), D2(p-l)
(iv) 52 , (12,12,5,6), S~
~
(v) 72 , (2L1 , 24 , 11 ,12) , AL!
(vi) LJ; (any prime p ) , «p2+1)(p_l), p(p2_1)(p-l),p-2,p
p(p-l), PI-'L(2,p2)
(vii) 35, (22,220,1,2) , Mll
(viii) _6 (ll2,6l6,1,20),) ,
(ix) n where p -/.2 and n ~ l3or p , .
Notes. (1) This result, which w i.L'l, follow from various
results in the sequel, will shortly be restated, in perhaps
a more natural way, in terms of linear groups.
(2) Assuming the existence of an automorphism group satis:fyinS
the hypotheses of the theorem, we will show that there exists
a unique block design having each of the above sets of
parameters. The groups listed arise from the full
automorphism groups of these designs and, in some cases,
suitable subgroups also have the required properties. In
case (viii) the full automorphism group does not have the
required transi tLvity propert ies but is novor-t.hoLc sS wo r+t l i y
of study since it gives rise to an interesting representation
o:fthe simple group PSL(3,4).
(.) (;;)
I
.... (r, ",./c. tr I / -,
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(3) It seems un Ld.keLy that possibility (ix) occurs, but
our methods appear- to be insufficient to c onf Lr-m t.h as for
p -J 2. However ·they .give an aLg orLthm ['or finding all
possible sets of par-amet ers 0[' such (p,n) gr-oups for u given
integer n, and the lower bound on n can be increased as ['ur
as one is prepared to go (the manipulations.become
increasingly arduous as n increases).
The next lemma shows how runk 3 (p,n) groups fall into
t.wo types.
Leml:la1.3.3. Suppose G is a rank 3 (Ptn) group with
suborbits {I}, c: and r ,and par~~eters (k,£,~,~). Then
either
(i) \~I
q~1
\~\
or (ii) k =
le =
= p-l, for all h E 6 , in which case Ic = ( 0-1) i\ I
.L J":.: :
denotes the number of points in the line .!2"
the number 0[' lines in A )
£.and I hi = P;l for all h E 6
(p-l)/2. I ~ I
in whi.ch case
Proof. Suppose (i) is not true. Then there exists h E ~
and un Ln t o g e r' t such that ht E I- By the transitivity
, tof G1 on r any clement of r has the form (h )s for some
s E G1 • Dut (ht)g = «h)g)t and (h)g E 6 . Thus
r'= {ht: h E 6.} . The map from t:,. to r given by h --;:.ht
is a bijection, and hence (ii) holds.
Definition 1.3.4. For reasons which Kill become apj.a r-cnt
in § 2•1 1'1e say that a rank 3 (p,n ) gr0up is rat i0110.1 0r
irrational according as (i) or (ii) is satisfied in 1.3.3.
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It is perhaps easier to visualize (p,n) groups if we
translate to the language of lineargroups over vector spaces.
The regular normal elementary abelian subgroup H, written
additively, can be regarded as the vector space V(~,p) of
dimension n over the field GF(p) of p elemc~~~. G~ can
then be regarded as a subgroup of the general linear group
GL(n, p) • ivenow l ....rite Gins tead of G1, its orbits ono
V(n,p) being {OJ, 6 and r The group D of 'l'llCorem
1.3.2 consists of scalar multiples of the identity matrix,
and if G is rational, then G = G /D is a subgroup ofo 0
PGL(n,p) acting on the projective space PG(n-l,p) with two
orbits band r (It is easy to see that the lines defined
on page 13 can now be regarded as the points of PG(n-l,p».
Since the irrational groups arising in Theorem 1.3.2 are not
of great interest (they will be classified in § 3.1) the
essence of the theorem can be restated as:
Theorem 1. 3.5. A subgroup of PGL(n,p) acting on the
projective space PG(n-l,p) with two orbits, double transitive
,
on one of them, is one of the groups given by (iii) •••(ix) of
Theorem 1.3.2.
In the next section we consider (p,n) groups from yet
another point of view - that of S-rings.
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§ 2. S-HH:GS.
§ 2.1 Definition and bnsic results.
The theory of S-rings (after I.Schur, who introduced
them in [17J, 1933) is useful in the investigation of those
pcr-mut at Lori groups wh i ch contain a r-c guLa r- subgroup of the
same degree.
" .
As in [1~J we begin our discussion of S-rings by
defining an S-module over a group H. Let CrI denote the
group ring of II over the field C 0:[ complex numbers
i.e. CH is the set of formal linear combinations
'\ = L c h (Ch E C) wi th the obvious mul tiplica tion
hEH h
defined by that in H. Those ring elements
which the coefficients Ch have only the values 0 and 1 arc
called simple quantities. Suppose Ll, ••• ,"t.r are simple
r
quantities of CH such that r: 1:. = r: h •
i=l a hEH
of CH spanned by the Li (i. e. the set of
Then the subset
linear combin.:ttions
r
L:c.r. ,
i=l ~ ~
{-Cl' ••. ,Lr}
c.~ E C) is called an S-module over H 'vith basis
We shall be particularly interested in the following kind
of S-module. Let G be a per,mutation group containing a
regular subgroup H (not necessarily normal) and, as in § 1.3,
identify the points of 5L with those of H. Let 61, •.. , 6. r
be the orbits of G, on H and, for i = 1,•.•,r, let "!:::.. denote~
the simple quantity Z h of the group ring CH. Then
~ ~ hE~.
{ A l' ••• ,6.r} is a basi~ for an S-module over II, called by
Wielandt the transitivity module of G, over H and denoted by
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Definition 2.1.1. An S-rin,r.;over IIis an S-modulc over II
wh i.ch is at the same time a subri.ng of'the group ring CIl, and
'Ihich in addition contains the identity element 1 as well as
.t L I -1 h . ".every quant1 y ch1 w enever 1t conca1ns
Given any subset 6. of II we let .6 denote the simple
quantity r h of CH
hEL:::..
., .
Definition 2.1.2. An S-ring ~ over II is called primitive
A ,'"\
if K = 1 and K = 11 are the only subgroups of H for which K E,6
holds.
S-rings are fundamental to the study of permutation
groups which have a regular subgroup in view of the following
importnnt theorem of Schur.
Thoorem 2.1.3. Suppose G is a permutation group containing
H as a regular sub~roup. Then the transitivity module
C(H,G,) is an S-ring over H.
Proof. Sce pp. 61-63 of [l~J.
With the help of this theorem we will be able to get
information about possible grDups G solely through consideration
.o f' the subgroup H.
Let _,g be an S-ring with basis -c L" ••• , 1:r \'[0 call
r the ~ of _g and the integers 111,.,. ,nr, '....here ni is the
number of group clements whose formal sum is l., the
1
subdegrees of ~ • It is clear that when g is a transitivity
module C(H,G1), the rank and subdegrces of g and of the
permutation group G coincide. Furth6rmore we have
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Thcorem 2.1.'1. ( 2A. 12 0 f [l."l.]). A permutation group G with
rcgular subgroup II is primitive if and only if C(II,G,) is a
primitive S-ring.
'Ivhen L = L: chh is a simple quantity in ClI, we define
-cm to be the simple quantity L: chhm
,I .
Definition 2.1.5. If is an S-ring in which m1:.. = 1:. for~ ~
every simple basis quantity ~. and for all integers m such~
that (m, IIII ) = 1, then 6 is called (by Tamaschke [I'IJ) a
rational S-ring.
If t is a b'"nSitivity module associated w.i t I: a rank
3 (p,n) group G then it is easy to see that ~ is rational
if and.only if G is rational in the sense of definition 1.3.4•
We now give a necessary and sufficient condition for a rank 3
S-module over an elementary abelian group to be a rational
S-ring.
Theorem 2.1.6. Let g be an S-module over an elementary
abelian p-group H with simple basis quantities 1, '"6. and "r.
(II = {I} LI A .) r ). Then ..& is a r-ational S-ring if arid only
if the following three condit10ns hold.
(i ) 1 fj 1\ ~ x I = some fixed integer A for all x E ~ •
( ~x denotes the subset {ax: a E b...} of H)
(ii) ...,some fixed integer ~ for all y E I
then xt E ~ for t = 1,.••,p-l.(iii) If x E ~
Proof. Suppose _g is a rational S-ring. Let k = \ ~ 1 ,
e = \ r \ Since .& is a ring, there arc integers >- and ~
'" 1'\ 1\ "such that 6b.. = ~ 6. + ~ r + k.l. F'o r- any x Efj.!
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;;:
E .6.x·0_: ab
a-Ix E 6 }I
~ ;;: \{(a,b)
\{a E 6. since
. l' a-I c- A~mp ~es c.. LJ. if is rational. Thus (i), and
similarly (ii), hold. (iii) follows immediately from the
(Ifac t that ..c. is rational.
Conversely suppose (i), (ii) and (iii) hold. To prove
!\. A "/\
1\ 1\ , ,.-. ris an S-ring it is sufficient to show that u w
and belong to .6 Using the reverse argument
to that in the first part of the proof, it is easily shown
'" I'that I.:::. 6
/'
= .A.6. + f.Lr + k s L and similarly t.bat
,. " "r r = (£-k+ A +l)J+ (£-k+f.L-l)r + £.1 and
'" "- "-a r = (£-k+,\+l)~ + f.Lr This completes the proof.
The next lemma shows that /\ and f.Lcor-r-espon'd with the
intersection numbers of a rank 3 (p,n) group G when
~ = C(H ,G, ) •
Lemma 2.1.7. If G is a rank 3 (p,n) group ~ith parameters
(l(,,e ,). , f.L)then ». = I 6." .6 x I wh er-e x c:; .6 and
f.L;;:\6. '"' 6 y \ where y Er.
Proof. By definition /\ = 16 (a) 1\ .6(13) \, for p E ~(a).
lience ..\ =' 16(a) 1\ 6,(ex.)g , where g E G1 with ag = p •
If G is a (p,n) group over H we take ex.= 1 and regard ~ = ~(l)
as a subset of H. H acts regularly on itself. Thus, if
x E 6 , x : 1 -~ x and A ;;: 1.6, 1\ /1xi . The required value of f.L
is obtained in the same way.
oFor Cl rational rank 3 S-ring -6. over IIwe have no,....
defined a set of parameters (k,£,~,f.L)which are the same as
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those o£ a rank 3 group G when =C(H,G1)· It follows
....... 1\ ...... ......
from the equation A 6. = /\ D. + fl i' + Ic , I (in proof of 2.1.6)
that k2 = ....\ Ic + fl.e + le, which shows that lIigman's relation
of Lemma 1.2.5 holds for a rational rank 3 S-ring g without
any assumption that ~ is a transitivity module.
,I '
§ 2.2 Dual S-rings.
o. 'I'amaschke Lt 'I and 2.0] has carried out an extensive
ring-theoretical investigation of the class of S-rings over 11
which lie in the centre of the zroup ring CH - he caJls them
central S-rings. We will be interested only in abelian
groups H, over which S-rings are aut omat LcaLdy central. Of
great value to us will be Tamaschke's notion of the dual S-ring
and also his numerical relations connecting the subdegrees
and character degrees of a permutation group lvhichhas a
regular subgroup.
Rather than discuss the dual of an S-ring over H in full
generality, we will make a definition more convenient for our
particular use; that is, when IIis an elementary abelian
p-group. It is easy to check that Tamaschke's definition is
the same as ours for such a group.
For the rest of this section H denotes an elementary
abelian p-group of order pn, and j an S-ring over H with
simple basis quantities 1:l'•••,1:' rO \'le write II = II1 x xH n
lvhere IIiis a cyclic group of order p generated by h. ° The
a,
t·I~i=- f( )se 1 0 complex characters of H can be identified with
a group, whach is isomorphic to II,in the following way. ~;e
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define characters xl' ... ,X by (h .Jx , = w if i = jn J ~
= 1 if i t j , wh e r-e
w is a primitive p tho root o:f unity. The set uf'
. +f {i1 incharacters of H can then be wr~tten II = xl ..•xn :
} ( j1 jn ) i1 in i1 j 1 + ••• in j nik = 0,1,•..,p-l where hI ••.hn Xl .•.xn = w
With multiplicution defined by (x~1 •..x!n)(xi1 ••• x~n) =
......it is easy to check that Jl'l+ is an
nelementary abelian group of order p generated by xl'··· ,xn •
A character x in ri'ffcanbe defined to act on the ring CH by
(E chh)x = E ch(hx), and in particular X acts on the simple
basis quantities T l' ••• ,-c r of ,g Ue define an
equivalence relation on H'!;byx '" 'f if and only if
be
the equivalence classes of ~ '#,and let ~ k be the
_:t=i' -1=1'Then L. 1' ••• , Lr #-
simple
~ ~
quantity TIc = L X of CH~.
XET1an S-module g Ft- ovir u* ,
generate
which we call the dual S-module to _g.
From Theorem 1.10 of [I~J we obtain
Theorem 2.2.1. If ! is an S-ring of rank r over an
elementary abelian group H, then:
(i) the dual S-module .2.;::i:- is an S-ring over II W •
(-i-i) 0 ~~~. ~ is isomorphic to ~
(iii) r = i. e. r-ank ..-8 = rank _g 'ff •
(lv) the map 2 ~ g-# is a bijection from the set of
S-rings of ranl~ r over II to itself (identifying Il-t4
wi th I-I).
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Definition 2.2.2. Jj * is called the dual S-rin,(!;to ~'
Tamaschke showed that interesting numerical relations
hold bet.wen the subdegre c s , n1, ••• ,nr, 0 f a central S-ring
TT .'ff'and those, nl, •..,nr ' of its dual:
Theorem 2.2.3. (c.f. 2.18 of [nJ) Let .g be a central
" ,
S-ring of rank r over a group H. Then
IHir-2
r n'(a) the rational numbers 'rr 1 andq = w
i=l n·1
~
q =
w
r n.
iT" 1
i=l n.1
arc both integers.
(b) if ~ is also rational in the sense of definition
2.1.5, q and q~ are both squares.
Corollary 2.2.4. (c. f. 2. 20 of [1'1 ] ) If \H \ is a power
o =1*"of a prime p and ~ is rational, then q and q arc not
only squares but also powers of p.
Proof. Observing that qq* = /II j2(r-2), the result f'o Ll.ows
immediately from 2.2.3.
Suppose now that G is a group with regular subgroup H
and transitivity module C(H,G,). Let Dl, ••• ,Ds be the
different irreducible representations appearing in the
permutation representation G ~ of G. Let ~. be the
1
character corresponding to Di, fi the degree of Di, and ei
the multiplicity of D. in G~ (i = 1,•.. ,s).
1
By Theorems 28.8,
29.3 and 29.4 of [~~J, if C(H,G,) is central, then every e.
1
= 1
and s is equal to the rank r of C(H,G,). Noreover
Tamaschke has proved:
Theorem 2.2.5. (c•t:. 7. 6 0 f' [2. 0J) Suppose C(H,G1) is a
cen tra 1 S- ring 0v er II lvi t h bas is\: 1 ' • • • , \; r • Then the
basis -if _~ - *-L l' ••• , l..r of'.>.( coincides with tho set of'
characters ~ l' ••• , ;)r in their action on H.
Corollary 2.2.6. If' C(H,G,) is central, the subdegrecs of'
C ( If, G, ) ware f'l'••• 'f'r. .1 '
We now see that Corollary 2.2.4 represents an improvement
(l.,rhen.2 = C (II, G1 ») on the f'o Ll.owi.ng more general theorem of
Frame.
Theorem 2.2.7. (c.f. 30.1 of' [201.]) Let G be a transitive
group of degree n with subdegrees n;, and let f., e. be the.... ~ ~
degrees and multiplicities respectively of the a~solutely
irreducible constituents of the permutation representation
(A) If all the e. :; 1, then the rAtional number~
r-2 r n.q" = n 11 ~ is an integer.
f.i=l ~
(B) If the irreducible constituents of G~ all have
rational characterst then q' is a square.
By 2.2.6, if 2 of' Theorem 2.2.3 is a central
transitivity module C(H,G,), then q of' 2.2.3 is the same
as q' of 2.2.7. Let us now sec how Tamaschke's theory
,ties in whLch that of Higman's f'or the particular case of'
rational rank 3 (p,n) groups.
Lemma 2.2.8. Suppose G is a rank 3group with regular
subgroup H. Let q be that integer given by Theorem 2.2.3
Let d be as in 1.2.7. Then if
C(H,G,) is central, d = q .
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PrOal. Since q = q' if' C(II,G1) is central,
d = d = [()._11)2 + l.l:(k-fl)]q q' r-
Using the values of' f'2 and f'3 given by 1.2.6,
d (k+£)(k2+£k-~f-k~) - k2= III I k£q
(.\_1:!:)2+ 1.1:( k-~)
i I I I
( k+ £ ) ( k+ £1,,) - k2= Illilei
if !GI :is' even,
if' !el is odd.
if' leI even, using 1.2.5,
2k+l
P-I[ if' I G! odd, f'or then A = f.l. =
Corollary 1, p.148 of' [IOl •
le-I
2 by
= in either case
= 1
Immediately from 2.2.~ and 2.2.8 we get
Corollary 2.2.9. If' G is a rational rank 3 (p,n) group,
then d is the s;:uare of' a powe r- of' p.
§ 2.3 S-rings over V(n,p).
Since we will f'ind it more convenient to write an
elementary abelian p-group II additively and regard it as the
vector space V = V(n,p), we now convert our notation. To
avoid confusion of' + signs when we look at the group ring CV,
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we use + or E £or formal sums, reserving + for vector
addition in the additive group V. Dy an S-ring over V
we simply mean an S-ring over an elementary abelian p-group
with the notation changed as just described. The group IIfT.
of characters of II may now be regarded as the dual space V*
in its usual meaningi i.e. Vii is the s pace '6£ linear maps
from V to GF (p) • If we let the standard basis El' ••• ,En in
the generators hI' ••• ,hn of H, we define a
in V::rf:by(Ej)Xi = ~ij (instead of (hj)Xi =
~ .
w ";,
V correspond to
basis xl' ••',xn
S-ring over
~ .. denot es the 'Kronecker delta'). A dual
J..J
V*"is now' defined in exactly the same way as in
as before;
§ 2.2.
Fnr the rest of this section G denotes a (p,~) group in
which the regular normal elementary abelian subgroup is
written additively as V. Thus G is the semidirect product
[V]G as described in § 1.3, G being the stabilizer of 0o 0
and regarded as a subgroup of GL(n,p). The transitivity
module is now ,,,ri tten C(V,G ).
o
Let 1 be any S-ring over V with simple basis
quantities 1:'1'·'" L.. ... An clement g of GL(n,p) acts onr ,- .
CV in the obvious way: ( Z c v)g = l: c «v)g). IfvEV v v
(~.)g = T. for i = 1,••.,r, we say that g is an automorphism
J.. ~
of ~
of .2
, and define Aut ~ to be the full automorphism group
in GL( n ,p) • If G is a (p,n) group, Go ~ Aut(C(V,Go»'
On the other hand, for any S-ring.2 , we have g ~ C(V,Aut.6 )
with equality if and only if ~ is the transitivity module of
some (p,n) group of the same rank. Thus the rank 3 (p,n)
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groups with given parameters (k,l,~,~) are given by those
S-rings ,g , wLth the same parameters, lor which _g = C (V, Aut € ).
Ve now show that an S-ring over V and its dual have
the same automorphism group. If G $. CL(n,p), let G 'o 0
denote the group of matrices {A : A' E G } (A' denotes
o
the transpose of A). Of course C' is isomoruhic to Go ., ,. 0
Theorem 2.3.1. (i) If ..8 is an S-ring over V, then Aut ..is
is isomorphic to Aut JS ~ (ii) If G is a (p,n) group,
C( V, G ).*
o is isomorphic to C( V # ,G I ) •o In other words
the dual to C(V,G ) is that S-ring generated by simple
o
quantities
.... t;: "';;:'
A., ... , ~.-.r },#.. .wh er-e the '-\_ are the orbits
of G'o
Tf-on V •
.._
Proof. (i) Let ex = 2: d.E, CV, x = l: z.x. £ VTf', andJ J a :l.
A E Aut .g Suppose (a, .) is the matrix of A with respect
:l.J
to the basis El' •• ',En' Then
(ex.)(xA I) = (ex.A ) x (1) ,
= L a .. d.z. =:l.J :l. J
a. .d . E . ) (>.: zl xl )
:l.J a J c \:
i: (aijdi zk .)jk =
= (ex.A)x
for (cc ) ( xA' )
= 0:
" ): _,8Suppose 6· == ex. is a simple basis quantity ofa, ex.E6..a A ....Since ~ ( ,6..)A '" (1) , ( ~ . ) xA' ( 6 . )x,A E Aut = -~i Dy =a a a.
for all i, x. IIence xA' ~ x for all x E V ~,,,,·here ....J is
as in the definition of the du.aL S-ring (See p.2.2.), and it
therefore follows that A' E Aut ~~ •
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"Thus, if A E:. Aut h A I E:. Aut _~iT but by the s arne
......
token, if' A' E:. Aut .2. ..... , A == A'l E:. Aut .2~.;.r == Aut A
lIence A E:. Aut .-8 ~.;t -1 Iif and only if A I E:. Aut ~ , and A 1--> (A )
gives the required isomorphism. (ii) is proved similarly.
By Corollary 2.2.6 the orbit lengths o~ G Io
..;:ton V are
indeed C(V,G ) isomorphic to its dual C(V~,G I), thougho 0
we will sec in § 4. that t::is is not always the case.
lIe conclude this section with a diagram to illustrate
the different ways in which we can now look at a rank 3 (p,n)
zroup.
/ G""
If c;. k ...~
" I' ol.;F~\"'"
.. o t- ...... 1 / (Si \
/
r ...I: ; " •• " \ >
\.
/
/1>G- G! rJ -=
LI. u r
V
I
______ ___;.;>
/ S - r; '"J J3, ;) v e s- H."'-"-.,"
A = c( H,es-I) ~ < '. 3., i> <,
~- {';'" ~ . ~ o i e « V "~,."
I~ = (i_ CV I G·.) -= < 01 L: I r >'
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§ 3. PA;~i\NETEnS OF IL\j\K 3 (p,n) CHOOPS.
§ 3.1 Rank 3 (p,n) groups with high transitivity of Go~
El suborbit.
In this section we prove some results analogous to 1.2.9,
./ .
showing llow the imposition of conditions of transitivity on
the suborbits of a rank 3 (p,n) group gives information about
the intersection numbers ~ and~.
As in § 2.3, we regard the regular subgroup of a
(p,n) group G additively as the vector space V. Thus
G = [V]G , where G is regnrded as a subgroup of GL(n,p).o 0
If ~. ~ V and g E G , we let ~g denote the vector (~)g of V.o
To avoid confusion of notation, therofore, we write the
clements of [vJGo as ordered pnirs (~,g), where (cx.,g)
p ~{~+~)g, for cx.,pE V, g EGo.
by (~,g)(!3,h) = (cx.+pg-l,gh).
Multiplication is given
Lemma 3.1.1. If x E GL(n,p), then [V]G and [Vx]x-1G xo 0
are isomorphic as permutation groups on V and Vx respectively
(Vx = {~x : a E v}).
Proof. -1It is a trivial verification that (a,g) -->(~x, x gx)
gives the required isomorphism.
-1 .If Go has orbits U 1' ••• ,6.. r on V, then x Gox has or-bats
~lx, ••• '~rx on Vx.
permutation groups only up to isomorphism 've can use 3.1.1
Since we are interested in finding
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to obtain the 6.. in some canonical form.
a
i'-enow consider our main problem, mentioned in § 1.3;
that of finding the rank 3 (p,n) groups G in which G iso
doubly transitive on the lines of a suborbit. '-Iewill now
dispense witll the case where G is irrational (sec definition
• I •
Theorem 3.1.2. Suppose G is an irrational rank 3 (p,n)
group with suborbits A and r, and suppose that G iso
doubly transitive on 6. Then G is isomorphic to the
cyclic group C3 of order 3 or the dihedral group DIU of
orcler 10.
Proo:f. Since G is irrational, V = 0 v A ~ r where
r = t~ for some t E GF (p)....0
Case 1. n = 2. Then G ~ GL(2,p) and G is 2-transitiveo 0
on the (p2_1)/(p_l) lines in ~ • ilyTheorems 1.1.1 and
1.1.2, IG I is divisible by (p+l)p and in particular po
divides I Go \ • Since GL(2,p) has order (p2-1)(p_l)p, Go
must contain a Sy Low p-subgroup P of GL( 2,p). Because
Sylow subgroups are conjugate, by Lemma 3.1~ we may take P
to be any Sylow p-subgroup of GL(2,p). 1 P = {(IUetaJ.'\:e a
a E GF(p)}. Then the vectors (0,1), (1,1), •••,(p-l,l) all
belong to the same orbit of P and therefore of G •o Hence
there exist field elements bl,···,bp_l and
2
cl'···,c 1J2.:._
2such that
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cl(O,l),
•
b 1(1,0), c 1(0,1),
E.::..=. E.:_
2 2
..., Cp_l(p-l,l)}
2.
By Lemma 2.1.7, ,\ = /.1 '\ 6 + ex \ for ex E 6. , and l-l = \.6 A 6:. + r3\
for f3 e r. " 'We choose a and b in GF(p) such that
ex = a ( 1 ,0) E 11 and ~ = b ( 1 ,0) E r In this cas Cl both 1\
and ~ arc greater than or equal to (p-l)p , for the clements
-y-
of A of the form c . (x, 1) belong to both I:::. + ex. and .1+ ;3.a
Since k = £, by 1.2.5, l-l = k - 1 ~.
l-l + A + 1 > p(p-l) + 1, and this cannot occur for any prime p.
Cas e 2. n > 2. Assuming suc~ a group G exists, then by
restricting the action of Go to any 2-dimensional subspace of
V we get the conditions of Case 1 and hence a contradiction.
Case 3. n = 1. Since GL(l,p) is cyclic of order p-l, the
only possibilities arc (p-l)/2 = 1 or 2 and hence p = ;3or 5.
i.e. G is isomorphic to C3 or DIO'
The rational groups satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem
1.;3.2arc of rather more interest, and wc \villbe QCcupicd
with them for most of the sequel. For short we define a
(~)-group to be a rational rank 3(p,n) group in which Go is
doubly transitive on the lines of a suborbit. Our problem
now, therefore is to classify primitive (*)-groups, or,
put~ing it another way, to prove Theorem 1.3.5. ~lemake a
start in:
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T11eorel.l3.1.3. Let G be a <*)-group with parameters
(k,£, ~ ,1-1). Then )._= r(l-;:/(p-1)-1)+ p-2, where either
(i) r+l = p Dnd G is imprimitivc or (ii) r+l divides p-l.
Proof. As usual, G is regarded as a subgroup of GL(n,p)o
acting on V = V(n,p). ~~emay assume that the group S of
all scalar matrices is contained in G , for G S has theo 0
same orbits as G and hence the parameters of [V]G and ofo 0
[vJG S are the s arae , Let al E Ll . By 2.1.7,0
/\ = !6 ~ .6+ all· The vectors 2CX1, 3a1 ,. • • , ( p-1)a1 lie
in ..6/\6+ a,!. so A ~ p-2. SUP1Jose 1\ I- p- 2. Then,
there exists a.2 in ,6. such that a,1 and a.2 are linearly
independent and a1 + az E L1 \'le let <ex.,;3, Y , • " • > denote
the subspace of V spanned by the vectors~, ~, y,... It
is now more convenient to look at the lines of ~
Let 6. = {a,1 ,a.2,••• ,a.} wher-o m = l{/( p-l) •
- - ·-m
Suppose
and t. E GF ( p) " 0, i = 2, ••• ,r •a The integer r is
independent of the choice of a.1 since G is 2-transitiveo
on !.l. The double transiti~ity of Go on ~ also implies
that for euch i ~ 2, there exists g. E G such that~ 0
(~)gi = a.1 and (a.2)g. = a, Since S < G0' we may assume- ~ -~ -
(a.1)g. = a,1 and (az)g, = a ,a. for some D. E Gl<'(p)" 0 •a a ~ ~ a
+ t.a.a..•J ~ ~ Ve will show that
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i=2, ••• ,rn j=l, ••• ,r}v
{<la.,:a=2, ••• ,p-l} ..• (1),
and hence that A = r(m-l) + p-2 as required. Let the
right hand side o~ (1) be the set x. It is easy to sec
that X is contained in 6",.6.+ a.1 and that the given clements
of X are all distinct. , ISuppose a. E AA jj.+a.,. I~ a. is a
scalar multiple of a., then ex. E x. Suppos e a. = ex.,+ beea
for i > 1, b [; GF (p)"' O. Then -1 -1 Esome (tx ) g. = ex.,+a. ba.z~ ~
.6- <::x., ,ex.z >. lIence -1 t. for {i, ... ,r}•~ a. b = some j E~ J
Ilence b = a.t. and ex.= ex.,+ a.t .a . E X. Thus (1) is true
1 J 1 J 1
and since m = k/(p-l) we have proved the first part of the
theorem.
It- remains to prove the assertions about the .integer r.
Let L be the sub~roup of Go which fixes ex., and also <0"., ,ex.z>
as a set. Let L, be the subgroup wh i.ch :fixes every point o:f
Then L/L, is isomorphic to a subgroup of
a E GF(p), b E GF(p)' o} and therefore ha~ order
dividing p(p-l). Since G is 2-transitive on A, L/L, actso
transitively on {ex.2,Cl.,+t1ex.2,••• ,ex.,+trex.2}.
r+l divides p(p-l) (2).
lIence, by 1.1.1,
By definition, >- $ k, which in this case implies that
r(m-l) + p-2 < m(p-l) and hence that r ~ p-l.- Now r = p-l
if and only if .A = k-l, in which case G is imprimi tive by
1. 2.8. If r < p-l, then p cannot divide r+l and we deduce
from (2) that r+l divides p-l • This completes the proof.
Defore continuing our treatment of (*)-groups, we
first consider some situations where even nlore stringent
conditions of transitivity are .irnposcd , Let G Le a linear
group acting transitively on some subset ~ of V(n,P).
Then we say that G is near-2-transitive on b.. if Gex. is
transi tive on D." ~ for any a. E 6 (~denot~~' the set
{ex. I 2CX. I ••• , (p-l )a.} ) ; i. e. if the orbi ts of' Gex. on 6. are
{a}, {zo.} , ••• ,{(p-l)a}, and !:::,., ex. Clearly if'G is
near-2-transitive on ~ , then G is 2-transitive on ~ •
.Ie define G to be near-3-transitive on .6. if Gex. is near-2-
trans iti v e on 6.. <, ~ for any a. £ b.. •
Th e 0reIn 3. 1•Ll. Suppose G is a primitive rank .3 (p,n) group
in which G is near-2-transitive on a suborbit.o
isomorphic to C3 or DlO' or ~ = p-2.
Then G is
Proof. If G is irrational we deduce f'rom 3.1.2 that G
is isomorphic to C
3
or DIO• So we suppose that G is a
primitive rational (p,n) group. By 2. 1. 7, ) = I ~ ~ fJ. + exl
for ex £ ~ • Clearly 1A .6. + a. contains {zc , •• ~, (p-l )cx.} •
Suppose also that P belongs to 6. 1'\6 +0(, but that p docs
not belong to £:.. Let be any element of 6.' ~. Since
G is near-2-transitive, there exists g £ G such that a.S; = ex.o 0
and f3g = Since J -a E b.
Hence £ t1" ~ + ex for all ~ £ ~'ex. Therefore /\ = 1'1:-1 I
which by 1.2.8 implies that G is imprimitivc - a contradiction.
Hence no such p exists and ~ = p-2.
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Theorem 3.1.5. Suppose G is a primitive rank 3 (p,n)
group in which G is near-3-transi tivc on 6.o
or DIO' or ~\ = p-2 and fl = 2.
Then G = C_:;
Proof. By Theorem 3.1.~, it is necessary to prove only the
assertion about fl when G is rational. J3y 2.1. 7 ,
./ .
fl = 1.6 "\ b.. +Y I for Y E r G is primitive; So by 1.2.8,
fl I- O. Let (Y. E t:." ts-«. Then (J.-YE /). and, since G is
rational, y-ex.is also in .6.. Dut -ex.lies in ~ if'
Gis rat ion a1, and soY -(J.E 6. f\ 11+y • Y-(J.and (J.are distinct,
lor other-w i.se Y = 2CX. and Y E r wh LLc (J.ED.. lienee
11 > 2. Suppose fl > 2. Then thero exists t3 E .11\6 +Y with
~ -J ex. or Y-(J.. Let S be any element of .6.. ......{o; , v-«},
Since Go is near-3-transitive on ~ , thero exists g E Go
such that cx.g= ex., (y-ex.)g = y-ex.,and ~g = ~ Then
(Y-i3)g = (y-cx.)g+ ccg - [3g = Y- ~ Thus Y- ~ E .6.. and
hence ~ E 61\ .6.+Y f'or all S E 1::.. Ile nce fl = le which,
by Corollary 3, p.149 of' [IOJ, is a contradiction to the
primitivity of G. Thus fl = 2 as required.
It is not dif£icult to cla~sify all groups satisfying,
the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1.5 (without having the possibility
of rome group of large order as in (ix) of 1.3.2). They are
given by cases (i), (ii), (vi) (for p = 2 only) and (vii) of
Theorem 1.3.2. We do not give a proof of this assertion now
since it will follow later when we find all <*)-groups in
wh i.ch fl = 2.
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Another subcla~s of (~)-groups is given by:
Theorem 3.1.6. Suppose G is a primitive rank 3(p,n) group
in which G is 3-transitive on the lines of a suborbit.o
Then n ~ 2. or )... = p-2.
Proof. If G is irrational, then n < 2 by T.heorem 3.1.2.
Suppose G is rational and ~ I p-2. As in Theorem 3.1.4,
there exist linearly independent ~ and S such that ~-~ £ 6.
S'upposa there exists Y belonging to 6. but not to <::J. ,~>.
Since G is )-transitive on~, there exists" £ G such thato - 0 0
ag = aa, ~g = b~, (a+~)g = cY, for some a, b, c £ GF(p).
But cY = (a+~)g = ag+~g = a~+bS £ <a,S> contradicting the
choice of y. Hence D. is contained in <.:l. ,f3>. It
follows from Proposition 23.7 of [l~J that if 9 is primitive
then the elements of ~ generate V(n,p). Hence n < 2 and
the theorem is proved.
Finally we prove a lemma about tho intersection numbers
of rational rank 3 (p,n) groups in general, which though
very simple, se~ves a useful purpose in immediately showing
that certain sets of parameters (whLch satisfy the J-ligman-
'I'amaschke conditions) cannot admit S-rings -of the desired type.
Lemma 3.1.7. Let G be a rational rank 3 (p,n) group with
parameters (k,,e'~\'Il). If p = 2, then ~ and Ilare both
If p I 2, then A is odd and Ilis even.even.
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Proof.
Then since G is rational, a-S also belongs to
Because ~ t ~, P and a-~ are distinct. Hence
.6 1\ 6. -« contains p-2 points of ex. and the remaining points
occur in pairs. IIence /\ is odd if'p is odd, even if p = 2.
to 11 '" 6.+y and since ~, ~(-~ arc distinct, the points of'
6 ",.6.+Y occur in pairs. Thus j..L is even :forany prime p.
§ 3.2 Residual S-rins::sand Extensions.
lie saw in § 2 that corresponding to a rank 3 (p,n) group
G is S-ring 'I C(V,Go) with the parameters. i';ean ~ = same
'" "recall· that if _g has basis 0, Ll , r, where V = 0 vl::..u r
then I\: = 1.6. i , .e = I ri, A = ! 6." .1+ex l for ex c; ~, and
I.l. = i A" 4+Y I for Y C; r. The notion of'a residual S-ring ~
of .-& ,which is ,\.,ell-def'inedonly wh en g is rational and ~
is as in 3.1.3, will be usef'ul for two reasons: (1) as we
shall see in § 4, we can prove the uniqueness of an S-ring
with given parameters by proving (a) that the residual S-ring
~r is unique and (b) that' _jl has a unique extension
(an S-ring ~ is called an extension of II if 21 is the
residual of g ); (2) we obtain further restrictions on the
~ossible parameters of a (*)-group in the next theorem, in
whLch also the residual is defined.
-()
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'l'11COl"Cll1 S.2.1. Let G be a (*)-group with suborbits U, 6
and r , and let ..6 be the corr-espondi.ng t r-ousLtivi ty module,
regarded as an S-ring over V = V(n,p). lJy 3.1.1, we may
assume (G, ... ,0,1) belongs to 6. .Let
~1 = {(al, ••·,an_l) t: V(n-l,p): (al'···'~\.)s 6 , some
a S GF(p)}" {o }, Let 17 be the set V(n-l,p) ....(61 IJ 0)
n
I'. ~
and .21 the S-module wi tl~ basis 0, 61 , r 1 • Then --RI is
either (i) a rank 2 S-ring over V(n-l,p) (if r1 is empty) or
(ii) a rank 3 S-ring over V(n-l,p) with parameters
where r is given by the value of ~ obtained in Theorem 3.1.3.
;./ecall 21 the residual S-ring of _g , and .s an extension
of 2
1
'
Proof. Suppose (i) is not true. Uy Theorem 2.1.6, it is
s~fficient to prove that ~1 and ~1 nrc well-defined; i.e.
'thut 6. I ,,6+cx.1 is dependent only on whether ex. bcLongs to D..,,
or r1 • Define a map G : 6. ,(0, ••• ,e,l) ~.61 by
«al, ••• ,a »Q = (al,···,a 1)·n n- From the definition of r
in the proof of 3.1.3 (tal~in:~0:.1= (al, ••• ,an), CI"'..(
a.z = (0, •.• ,0,1» we get I<al, ••• ,an_l)g-ll = r+l. Since
(i) is not true there exists s = (xI'···, xn_l) S r1 • By
definition of 6~, (xl' ••• ,xn_l,z) Er for all z E GF(p).
NOi"f~, = I {).I ....4,';-$1= the number of ordered pairs (o:.,,~,) in
6. I '" /:" i such that ex., +131 ::;~ Let X = {( xl '••• ,xl' z ):n-
Z S GF(p)}, a subset of' r, and let 1-1 = {(a.,) EAxD: cx.+~ £ X} •
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~e calculute \};\ in two dif£ercnt ways. ~or euch Z ~ G~(p),
there nrc fl pnirs (a.,~) E: 6 ....!:::.. with cx.+;3= (Xl'··' ,xn_l,z).
On the other hand, for each of the tJ.,
pairs (a.G, ,,3Q) E:" A~i" UJ satisfying a.G + ~G = , the
Since
every pair (a.,:3) in I'-1 lies in (a.G)G-l x (,jG)Iii,-l, we gct
He now find ~,. Let "1 ;;:; ( y1' •.. ,yn-l) , E: ~I
and define Y ;;:; {(Yl'··· 'Yn_l'z): Z E: Gl" (p) } ;
?\ = {(cx,~) E: 6..",~ : a.+~ c y} . f.I;C calculate l i\ I in two
difl'erent ways. Since (0,.•.,0,1) E ~, there are r+l
elements Z of GF(p) such that (y ) ••• ,y l'z) E: ~ •'1 n-
Hencel NI;;:; (r+l),.\ + (p-r-l) fl. On the other hand , Lor each
of the '\ pairs (cx.G, I3G) in 6. I " 6.1 ::;atisfying cx.G + r3G = "\ '
2 -1-1the (r+l) pairs in (cx.G) G ,0(,. (~G) Q are all in N. The
only other pnirs in N are the 2(r+l)(p-l) pairs (:::x.,~) in
whi.ch ex. or i3 belongs to (0, ••• ,0,1). Thus
1Nl = A,(r+l)2 + 2(r+l)(p-l) and hence .\, ;;:;(fl(p-r-l) +
+ (r+l) ( ,,\ -2(p-l) )/(r+l)2 • (As a check, we can deduce
this value of "\" given fl'1 = 'flP/(r+l)2, from the equc t Lon
~, and~, are well-defined since they
hav e been determined independently of the choice of 3 in r,
and 'Ii. in L\ '1 respectively.
Combining this theorem w.i 'th some carlier results, we
get further restrictions on A
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'rh corC!lil S.:2. 2. Suppo~e G is u (*)-group of degree pn.
Then one of the follo\\'in.:;holds: (i ) G is imprimitive
(ii) .\ = p-2 or (iii) 11. = 2.
Proof. Let _g = C(Y,G ) and let .6\ be the residuill of' g0
Case 1: 8, has rank 3. By 3.2.1, (r+l)2 divides ~p, for
• I •
~1 is an integer. Suppose G is primitive and r f. O. Then
by 3.1.3, r+l divides p-l .•• (il), and hence r+l docs not
divide p. Thus (r+l)2 divides ~. Since )...1 is an integer,
3.2.1 and (a) imply that r+l divides A-2(p-l). Eence
r+l divides >- = r(In-l) + p-2, where 111 = l{/p-l, ••. (b).
Xow 6 is the union of (0,...,0,1) with disjoint sets
9':. E .6.1, each containing r+l eLemen t s (g is as in the
proof or 3.2.1). Hence r+l divides m-I. From this and
Cb), we infer that r+l divides p-2 ( c ) • But (a) and
(c) give a contradiction to r f. O. Thus r = 0 and A = p-2
if G is primitive.
Case 2: 2, is a rank 2 S-ring; i.e. 61 = Y(n-l,p)" 0.,
n-l= p -1. lJy 3. 2.1, };: n-l= (p -l)(r+l) + p-l.
Thus m = (pn-l_1)(r+l)/(p_l)'+ 1
n n-li = p -I-le= (p -I)(p-r-l).
( e)
By 3.1.3, ).= r(m-I) + p-2.
~ can now be computed from the formula ~L = k<k-I-~, and
it turns out that ~ = (r+l)m. Substituting the above
villues of parameters k,
givcs d = (m+p-2-r)2. Using (c) we obtain
2 2 11.-2 n-2 )2(p-l) d = P ep r + p +. p-r-2 ... ( :C ) •
_ Ln _
Dy 2.2.9, d is a p-power. If n > 2, (f) implies that
n-2 n-2p r + p + p-r-2 is divisible by p. Since r < p-l,
we must have r = p-2. 13ut then iJ.= k , ,..hich implies that
G is imprimitive. If n = 1, then r+l = p; other,..ise the
.right-hand side of (f) is not an integer. This again leads
only to illlprimitive groups ,..ith A = 1~-1. We are left with
the possibility that n = 2. In that case
restriction on the choice of m = r+2, and in our next theorem,
which classifies all rational rank 3 S-rings over V(2,p),
'..e will see that for any m with 1 ~ m ~ P;l , there is a
rank 3.S-ring for ,..hich the residual is defined.
We will find all (~)-groups with n = 2 in § 4.1 by
appealing to a theorem of Dickson (p. 213 of [IS' J) ,..hich
classifies all subgroups of PSL(2,p).
The following is an immediate corollary to 3.2.1 and
3.2.2.
Corollary Suppose G is a primitive <*)-group of
ndegree p and the corresponding S-ring. Then, if n > 2,
the residual S-ring has parameters (k-p+l, pn-l_p_k_2,
iJ.p-j.J.-p,j.J.p).
Theorem 3.2. l1. For any integer m with 1 ~ ill ~ (p+l)/2,
there is a rational rank 3 S-ring over V = V(2,p) with
parameters
Moreover, any rational rank 3 ~-ring over V has these
parameters for some m.
Proof. The result w i l.L f'oLl.ow if we show that any partition
of the lines of V into two sets b.. and r gives an S-ring,
A "
with simple basis quantities O,~, r, having the above
parameters. For m = I ~ I = 1 this is trivially verified.
Suppose ~ 2 b.
• I '
of V. 'IIcm and let be any set of m lines
must s how that .,\ = I b." 6. +$.1 is independent of ~ in 1::. .
:ve may choose a basis {Ck,~} of V such that
.6. = {~,~, cx.+tl§ , •.. ,cx..+tr@}
and
~ = 1.6 1\ 6+ al.
Clearly .6. 1\ (~ ... a) I = p-2,
while \61\([2_ +. a) I = r = m-2
It is easy to Sh01'1that, for each i = 1, ••• ,m- 2, the vector
a (ex.+ti13) + ex.(a C; GF(p) .....0) belongs to 6. if and only if
a = -lor a = t ./(t.-t.) for some j C; {I, ••• ,i-l,i ...l, ••• ,m-2}.
J ~ J
Hence
In a similar way we can show that
fJ. = mf m= L) •
'" ""lIence, by 2.1 ...6, the S-module with basis C, 6 and r
( r = V(2, p)" (0 v A » is an S-ring.
§ 3.3 ~ossible parameters of <*)-groups.
lie now have several conditions which must be satis1icd
by the parameters of a <*)-group. For convenience we
collect them together below, adapting them to get equations
(A) ••• (F). The rest 01 the section will be devoted to the
task 01 finding all integer ..solutions 01 th~ie equations.
nSuppose G is a primitive (*)-group 01 degree p and
parameters k,t,A,~,d'~2 ,f_ defined as in § 1.2.
:J
Then
pn ;;;le + 1. + 1 ·.. (A)
By 2.2.8 and 2.2.9, there exists a positive integer t such
that
and
2t np = p k,e/f2f3
p2t = (~_~)2 + 4(k-~)
·.. (D) ,
·.. (C) •
By 1.2.5, ~,e = k(k-l-A), wh Lc h becomes, using (A):
• •• (D).
Eliminating k from (C) and (U) We can rearrange terms to get:
[~2+2~{_pt_~_3) + (~+pt)(A+2+pt)J[~2+2~(pt_A_3)
+ (~_pt){A+2_pt)] = 16~(pn_p2t) • •• ( E )
By 3.2.2,
\,,\ = p-:; or n > 2 • •• (II' )
For}. = p-2, (E) becomes:
[~2+2~{_pt_p_l) + (P_2+pt)(p+pt)J[~2+2~{pt_p_l) +
(p_2_pt){p_pt)] = 16~(pn_p2t) ••. (El).
Lemma 3.3.1. If , 2 2t-l d· .d nA = p- , p ~v~ es ~p
2t-l > n ,
The result is clear for 2t~1 S n, so we suppose
2t-nThen, by (D), p divides k,e, and since
Proof.
1 0 1 n 2t-n 0 0 d 0 tl 1 0(+~+ = p , P d~v~ es e~ 10r ( or ~ •
(';) Il..£' 2t-n d i Ld 1 tl... P a v i, es c , -10n by (D) P2t-n 10 od dcava es fl an
1 2t d i ° d n1ence p ~v~ es flP •
(ii) If p2t-n divides i, then by (A) p2t-n divides pn_k_l and
so by (D)
p2t-n divides };-l-).,.== k-p+l • • I .
Hence
p2t-n divides (pn_k_l) + (k-p+l) =
H t < 1 d 2t-l dO od nence 2 -n _ an p ~v~ es p
np -po
In both cases (i) and (ii) we deduce that p2t-l
ndivides IJ.p
Lemma 3.3.2. pt divides 112 - 2(p+1)fl + p(p-2) •
Proof. 1 2t-1 dO ° d th 1 . ()Dy 3.3. , p ava es - e eft-hand side of E' •
Hence pt divides at least one of the two factors in this
expression. Whichever this factor is, the result follows.
We let y be that integer given by:
fl2 _ 2(p+1)fl + p(p-2) = ypt (G) •
(~,) and (G) give
( 'tIi- 2 2 t) t )( ')I I t) 2 t ) 1G I I ( pl1- 2t -1)7 fl+ p-~+p ~~r-~P+, +p == r • •• (H) •
Lemma 3.3.3. If ).. == p-2, then (i) fl $. k/(p-l),
Proof. ( L) fl= \6. ... .6 +y I wh ere Y £ r .
Then ex. = ~+ y, some ~ C 1::.. • Suppose also that
Co a. E. A,,/J.+Y:for some 1 f. a E GF(p) ......O. Then a:.:t.= ~. +Y,
s o m e ~ ct:.. lIence (u-l)a. = S -p belongs to
uut since ~ = p-2,
..6.,,6.1"S = {a s , ... ,(p-l)S}
and so a. is a multiple of S IIo n c o Y = ao; - <; is also
,I •
a multiple of ~ , giving a contradiction to Y E r 'de
have thus shown that at most one point of' each line of' .6..
lies in b.. '" 6. +Y, Y e r.
(ii) From (C) and (F),
2tp = (p_2_~)2 + 4(k-~) .
i.e. ~ $ h:!(p-l) •
Using (i),
. tHence p > p-2+~ and (ii) is proved.
~~0 t e.- The lef't·hand side o:f (G) factorizes into linear
factors (in ~) with integer coc£f'icients if and only if'
Llp+l is a square, wh Lch is true if and only if p = 2. This
seems to be the reason WIlY the ca~e p = 2 is easier to deal
with, and our next theorem shows that we can find all possible
parameters of (*)-groups when p = 2.
Theorem 3.3.L1• Let G be a primitive (*)-group of degree 2n.
Then the parameters of G are (5,10,0,2).
Proof.
Hence
t-l2 t-l 6 62 + or •
If n = 2, k = 1 and hence G is imprimitive. IIence n > 2
and A = 0 by 3.2.2.(£') becomes:
[~2+2~(_2t_3) + 2t(2+2t)J[~2 + 2~(2t-3) _ 2t(2_2t)] =
Case 1. t~ = 2 • By (C) ~ = k, which gives a contradiction
to G primitive by Corollary 3, p.l~9 of [IOJ.
Case 2. t-l2 . (B") gives
The only possibility is that t = 2 which yields n = 4, ~ = 2,
k = 5 and £ = 10.
Case 3. t-l~ = 2 +.6. (E") gives
If t ~3, comparing the highest power of 2 dividing each
side, n = 2t-5. Then
Clearly the right-hand side is greater than the left for t > 3,
while t = 3 leads to ~ = IG, k = 1, contradicting ~ ~ k.
Putting t = 1 or 2 gives an LmmcdLat o contradiction.
~ = 6. (E") giv(!s
7. 2n-2t+3 _ 22t-2 1~. - +.
Clearly we can have only n = 2t-3, which implies 2t-2 = 1,
contradicting the fact that t is an integer. This completes
the proof.
It often happens that 2t = n for rank 3 (p,n) groups
(it follows from (B) that 2t = n if a~d only if {k,l} = {fr,f_},~ J .
bearing in mind that k+R = f1+f3). \Ve find that [or
(*")-groups in which n ;:;2t Glr n = 2t+l our equations are
easier to manipulate:
Theorem 3.3.5. A necessary condition for the existence o[
a primitive (~)-gr.up with p t 2, A = p-2 and with (i) n ;:;2t
or (ii) n ;:; t2t+l is respectively that (i) 4p +4p+l is a square
Proof. Consider first a polynomial in ~ of the following
fc"pm.
If p(~) is the product (~2+x~+b)(~2+y~+d) of two second-degree
polynomials then, comparing coefficients of powers of ~,
(1) a+c = x+y,
(2) bc+ad-e = by+dx,
(:3) ac = xy •
Solving (1) and (2) for x and y, and using (3), it is
found t hat P (~) is such a product if and only if e = 0 or
e = (c-a)(b-d). Taking p(~) to be the left hand side minus
the right hand side of equati~n (~) gives the condition
n 2t n ~t 2t16(p -p ) = 0 or 16(p -p~ ) = 16p (~+l) •
With ~ = p-2, tho second condition is equivalent to n = 2t+l.
Thus n = 2t or 2t+l is a necessary and sufficient condition
for (8') to have the form {~(~) R(Il) ;:; 0 '....here Q and Rare
second-degree polynomials. If n = 2t, (~,) becomes:
112 + 2~(_pt_p_l) + (p_2+pt)(P+P~'= 0
112 + 21l(pt-p-l) + (p_2_pt)(P_pt) = 0
or
l: 'J
- ..0 -
If n = 2t + 1, then
t t t~2 + 2~(p -p-l) + (p-2+p )(p+p ) = 0 or
~2 + 2~(_pt_p_l) + (p_2_pt)(P_pt) = 0 .
Solving these equations, iC n = 2t then
ttY.~ = p-e Ls-p .!. (l.tp +~p+l) 1..
or ., .
t l t Y.~ = p+l-p z, (- Ip +l.l:p+l).. ,
while if n.= 2t+l then,
t t+l ~~ = p+l-p ~(-~p +4p+l) or
t t+l !..<~ = p+l+p ~(4p +4p+.l) ~
Lemma 3.3.3 tells us which signs we must t~~e.
t t ~~ = p-e Lsp -(4p +4p+l)"
If n = 2t,
or ~ ~ 2 and t = 1 (we discount ~ = 0 since G is primitive).
If n = 2t+l,
t t+l J. J-j_~ = p+l+p -(4p +~p+l).
Corollary 3.3.6. Let G be a primitive (~)-group with p > 2,
)= p-2 and either (i) n = 2t or (ii) n = 2t+l. Then the
parameters (k,£,A,~) of G are respectively:
(i) (Y£(pt+l)(x-3), ~(pt+l')(2Pt_X+l), p-2, p+l+pt_x),
where x2 = 4pt+4p+l, or
(ii) (J.-1..[pt(x-2p-l)+ x-3], p2t+l_k_l, p-2, p+l+pt_x),
where x2 = 4pt+l+4p+l •
Proof. The values of ~ were found in 3.3.5. I\: is obtained
from (C) and the~l fro~ (Al.
No t o , It can be shown thut the sets of parameter::;of
3.3.6 satisfy all the numerical conditions we have found.
Thus, for n = 2t (t > 1) or n = 2t+l, the condition of
3.3.5 that 4ps + 4p + 1 is a square, s = t or t + 1, is
'sufficient' in the sense that our present knowledge ,..ill
yield no stronger necessary condition. Indeed we shall
sec that for all known cases when 'IpS + 'Ip + 1 is a square,
a rank 3 S-ring exists with the appropriate parameters.
We now turn our attention to the question: when is
4ps + 4p + 1 equal to x2, for some integer x? ~veobserve
that there arc solutions s = 2, x = 2p+l for all p and
that t cannot be even and greater than 2, for i~ so,
(2pS/2)2 < lips + 4p + 1 < (2pS/2+ 1)2
Unfortunately, the general problem seems to be intractible
by known number-theoretic means. It is interesting that
a problem of exactly the same nature was encountered by
No n t ague C 1(" ] in his search for rank 3 extensions of
PSL(n,q) • His condition was that
s s-l 2p + p +•.•+ p+l = x
for some integer x. IIeused a computer to show that for
p $ 12,000 and l+p +•.•+ pS ~ 109, the only soLutions arc
(p,s) = (3,4) and (7,3). Nithout resorting to such means,
we can get a similar result by finding what x has to be
smodulo p • In our case, for example we get:
Lemma 3.3.7. The only integer solutions (p,s,x) of'
with p an odd prime and s < 10 are (p,2, + (2p+l» f'orany
p and (3,3,.:!:. 11) •
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Proo:f. Case s = 1: 8p+l = x2 and so x = ~l modulo p.
i.e. x = ~ (ap+l), some integor a, and hence a2p+2A = 8
which is easily seon to have no solution with p prime.
Case s = 2: x = ~(2p+l) gives two solutions for every p.
There cannot be more than 2 solutions for a given p, so
,I '
we are done in this casco
Case s = 3:
(1 )
x = ~(ap+l) for some integer a. Equating coefficients of
p in (1), a := 2 modulo p. lIence
x = + (bp2 + 2p + 1),
some integer b. Equating coefficients of p2 in (1) gives
b = -2'modulo p. Hence
x = ~ (cp3 - 2p2 + 2p + 1) .
Equating coefficients of p3 in (1) gives c = 4 modulo p.
He see that x2 is greater than 4p3 + 4p + 1 unless
(p,c) = (3,1), wh Lch yields the solutions
(p,s,x) = (3,3,+ 11).
As we remarked earlier, we need consider only odd s
for s > 2.
Case s = 5: As for s = 3,
5 Lj; 3 2x = ~(ap - lOp + 4p - 2p + 2p + 1)
where a = 28 modulo p. It is easy to see that x2 is greater
than 4p5 + 4p + 1 for any such a and p.
Cases s = 7 and s = 9 are eliminated in similar fashion.
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Corollary 3.3.8. Let G be a primitive (*)-group with
~ = p-2 and either n = 2t or n = 2t+l.
'1;pn of G is p2 (any odd prime p), p (any
36, or n 2: 21.
Then the degree
prime p), 53 or
The respective sets of parameters are as
in cnses (iii), (vi), (vii), (viii) and (ix) of Theorem 1.3.2.
Proof. (a) p > 2. ( a ) n = 2t.
for an integer x, then by 3.3.7,
(p,t,x) = (p,2,2p+l) or (3,3,11),
(we take the positive values of x since, by 3.3.6, x must
be greater than 3 for k to be positive).
(ii) n = 2t+l. If x2 = 4pt+l + 4p + 1, for an integer x,
then by 3.3.7,
(p,t,x) = (p,1,2p+l) or (3,2,11).
nut by 3.3.6 the former gives ~ = 0, and since G is primitive
we discard this. For the latter solution, 3.3.6 gives the
required parameters with pn = 35•
(b) p = 2. By 3.3.4 we get the n = 4 case only with
parameters as required.
We now return to the ge~eral case (n not necessarily
2t or 2t+l) and show that for low t we get no further
\(*)-groups. We need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3.9. In a (*)-group, with p >2, n is greater than
or equal to 2t-2.
Proof. This is immediate from 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, p being
the highest power of p dividing ~.
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Theorem 3.'3.l0. Sup posc G is a (')\-)-groupwith >- = p-2.
Then i.fn ~ 12 the only possible sets of parnmeters are
those given by 3.3.8.
Prooi'. Uy 3.3.4 it is sui'i'icient to consider p > 2 nnd
by 3.3.9 to consider only t ~ 7.
I' t .Given t, our method is to find u modulo p i)Y means
of Lemma 3.3.2. Lemma 3.3.3 then ~ives the possible vnlues
of u, It is then not difficult to check whether the
resulting parnmeters fulfil conditions (A)...(F). Thus
we have an algorithm [or finding possible parameters with
given n (or t). We have worked this through for t ~7,
though we give details up to only t = 5, which amply
demonstrates our method.
By 3.3.2,
t
P •
Thus P. = 0 or 2 modulo p. We consider the two cases
separately.
f.l = 2 modulo p. The following table gives
possible values of f.l obtained .from the above congruence.
t
tf.l (lilOdulop ) a (given by 3.3.3)----_ ...
2
0 if p=3, 3 if p>3
p-2
1 if p=3, 4: i.fp>3
1 a, a = 2 mod p
2 ap+2, a = 3 mod p
3 2ap -2p +3p+2, a = 4 mod p
'1 3 2up +4p -2p +3p+2, a =-10 mod p5 -1 if P = 3,
o if p=5, 4 if p=7
p-10 if p>7.
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~e now find which of these values of ~ lead to parameters
satisfying our conditions.
t ;::;1: Dy (C), k ;::;2(p-l) and hence
(le , e ,A , fl ) ;::;(2 ( p -1), (p -1 )2, P- 2, 2).
t ;::;2: If p ;::;3 and f.L = 2, then by (C), k ;::;22 which gives
.1 •
If p is prime> 3, then fl ;::;3p+2, which, being odd, we
discard by Lemma 3.1.7.
t ;::;3: 11 3fl ;::;p - 2p + 3p + 2.
?rom (Go) we get
(II) becomes
Clearly the only possibility is p ;::;3, n = 6. This gives
t ;::;~: If p = 3, we again get fl = 20. From (C), k = 1570.
,e = 121088. Hence
_n
,) , any n.
If p > 3, fl is odd and the case is dismissed as for t = 2.
t = 5: ~ is odd i£ p = 5 or 7. Suppose p = 3. As in the
t = ~ case we get fl = 20, k = 1~692, l = 10805967 and hence
k+£+l = 39.61 # 3n, any n •
For p > 7 we get a contradiction by proceeding as in the
t = 3 casco
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Cases t = 6 and 7 can be resolved in a similar way,
it
~nd we could continue indefinely in this way.
1\
Case 2: 11 = 0 modulo p. Since the method is exactly
the same as in Ca~e I, we omit the details, merely pointing
out that for t ~ 7, only t = 2 yields possible parameters,
these being as in case (vi) of 1.3.2, with ~ = p2_p.
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§ ~. CLASSIFICATIO~ 0~ (~)-GnOups.
D Lt. 0 General Hemurl(s; Grthogonal Groups.
In § 3 we show·ed that a primi tivo ("*) -group has
In 13 II we w.i Ll,
complete the proof of our main theorem, 1.3.2, by finding all
primitive (~)-groups having parameters as given by Theorems
3.2.4 and 3.3.10. By Theorem 3.2.2 ~ither ~ = p-2 or n = 2,
and these two cases r-o quLr-edifferent treatments.
')
we find (*)-groups of degree p~, and in 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4
456those of degree p , 3 and 3 respectively.
For each of the last three degrees our method will
follow the same pattern. We will first prove the existence
and uniqueness of an S-ring with the given parameters by
(1) proving tho existence and.uniqueness of the residual
.:l-rin~;.2 1 ,
(2) constructing an extension ~ in a unique way.
The final step is
(3) to find the aut cmorphLsm group Aut 2. (defined in
§ 2.3) of .,6 •
Then the semidirect product [V] Auti
Aut .& has 'two orbits on V -0 and is doubly-transitive on
the lines of one of them. It turns· out that these conditions
arc fulfilled except for degree 36 und even then AutJ is
a group of some interest.
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~e now look at steps 1 and 2 more closely, outlining
our method of proof. ~ledenote by A(p), D, and C those
11
parameters, given by 3.3.10, of (~)-groups of degree p ,
_5 6 t' 1~ and 3 respec ~ve y. The residual S-ring has parameters
given by Corollary 3.2.3. Denoting these parameters by
A,(p), D, and C, respectively we list below,~he parameters
of S-rings (corresponding to (*)-groups) and their
residuals.
degree 1< A IJ.
A(p) '1; (p2+1)(p_l) p(p-l)p p-2
A1 (p) p3 p2(p_l) p2(p_2) p2(p_l)
B 35 11.2 1 2
D, Ii 10.2 1 63
c 36 56.2 .i, 20
c, 35 55.2 37 60
In § 4.2 we will sec that there is a unique S-ring
having parameters A1(p) and that an extension _g (assuming
it admits a suitable automorphism group) with parameters
A(p) is unique. We show in § 4.3 that A(3) admits a
unique S-ring without any assumption auout its automorphism
4:group. But B, = A(3) and hence the residual in the p
case is also unique. It follows from 1.2.6 and 2.2.6
that an S-ring with parameters C, is the dual to an S-ring
with parameters 13,and hence is unique.
that the extension is unique under certain assumptions
about its automorphism group.
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Ortho'::onal Grouns.
Since ortho~onal groups over finite fields will arise
in 5 4.2 and in § 4.4, we give a brief description of them
here. The discussion '....ill concern only fields of
characteristic not equal to 2.
Let V = V(n,F) denote a vector space o~ dimension
n over the field F. tTe call a map Q from V x V into F
a nuadratic form over V if
(i) (C(.,~)Q = (~,ex.)Q for c , $ E V •
(ii) ( na. , ~ )Q = n (ex. ,;3 ) Q for a E F, C<.,;3 E V •
(ex.+~,Y)Q:::(ex.,Y)Q+ (p,Y)Q for ex.,;3,YEV •(iii)
We say that an element g of GL(n,F) is an isometry
of V with respect to Q if
for all ex.and a E V. The group of isometrics of V with
respect to Q is called the ortho~onal ~roup of Q. If
ex.l,•.. ,cx.n is a basis of V then the matrix A, whose i,j th
coefficient is (ex.,,~.)Q, is called the matrix of Q with
~ J
respect to this b<lsis. Q is s<lid to be 110n-sinc:ular if
A is. If we change basLs vi:a ;3 J. = l: s ..ex.., then the matrix
~J ~
of Q with respect to PI'.'. 'Pn is S'AS, where S is tho non-
singular matrix with coefficients s.. •
~J
Theorem 11.0.1. Let V = V(2n,p) and suppose Q is a non-
singular quadratic form over V. Then a basis may be chosen
for V such that Q has matrix
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( 0 1
I 1 0
I
I
I
L
;0-
10 1
1 0
o 1,
1 0 I
J
o 1
1 0
o I
1 0
1 0 ,
Io -gj
~
where g is a non-square. The tl....o forms arc not equivalent,
we call them forms of type 1 and 2 respectively, and the
correspondin~ orthogonal groups are denoted by O+(2n,p)
Given any quadratic form with matrix B there is a non-
singular matrix S such that B = SIAS where A is one of
the matrices A1 and A2 of ~.O.l. Hence
det D = det A(det 5)2. But det A1
tv .. '" <-,Ji! .....
and so a quadratic form is of type 1
A
/ )"while det A2 = gOLI
)
or 2 according as the
determinant of its matrix is a~uare or a non-square.
We shall be mainly concerned with the latter of the
two types. We state some facts about O-(n,p) in the next
theorem. A vector ex. of V is called isotropic ('....ith respect
to ~) if (~,a)Q = O.
Theorem ~.O.2.
,
Let Q be a quadratic form of type 2.
Then
n n-l(i) the number of isotropic vectors is (p +l)(p -1) + 1.
n In= L) 2 )( 'i'(ii) the order of'PO;-( 2n,p) is P (p -1 P -1) •••
(p2n-2_1)(pn+l).
(PO-(2n,p) denotes the projective orthogonal group; in
this case it is 0-(2n,p) f'actored out by the subgroup {I,-I},
where I is the identity matrix).
The proofs of results mentioned above may be found in
[ I ] or [~J.
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eX") -.r.:roupsof de.!!;reep2.
In Theorem 3.2.4 we found that rank 3 S-r~ngs ex~st
Over V(2,p) for any k wh~ch ~s a mult~ple of p-l, and in
3.2.2 that, wllike the case n ~ 2, the imposition of an
automorphism group doubly-transitive on ~ leads to no
,I '
further restrictions on the parameters. The reason is that
residual S-rings arc well-defined for all rational rank 3
S-rings over V(2,p), and they are all the same, for tIlere
is only one rational S-ring over V(l,p). We must therefore
adopt a different approach for this case. S~nce D~ckson
]las essentially determined all subgroups of PGL(2,p), we
simply consider all possibly doubly-transitive representations
of these.
Theorem '1.1.1. Suppose G is a primitive (lk)-group of degree
Then Go/Z is isomorphic to one 'of
(i) the dihedral group D2(p_l) for any prime p # 2.
(ii) the symmetric group $3' ,od th p = 5.
(iii) the alternating group Ar.' with p = 7.
:.>
(Z denotes the centre of GL(2,p); i.e. the scalar mult~ples
of the identity matrix).
Proof. \':efirst show that p is not 2 and that p docs not
If p = 2, then k+l = 3 and assuming k ~ i, we have k = 1
and hence ~ = 0, contradicting G primitive.
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Sup~ose p divides iG I.01 Then there is an orbit of Go
on .0_ containing p lines. IIe n c e \ .6. \ = 1 a 11d \r l = r-
But then 6 ' 0 is a subspace of' V and hence G isv
imprimitive - a contradiction. Since PGL(2,p) has order
p(p2_1) it f'ollows that IG /Z \ divides p2_1 .o
first consider the special cases ')..... . If
\b..\ = 1, then Ci is illlprimitive. If IAl = 2 we choose a
basis for V(2.,p) such that!:::..= {(l,a), (G,l)}.-- - This case
is special uecausc there are elements of PGL(2,p) which fix
both lines of 6 but not the remaining lines of PG(l,p).
If .g A 1\is the S-ring with simple basis quantities O,~, r,
with 6 as above, then
Aut .& = {(~ ~), (~~) a,b,c,d e:; GF(p)}
It is easily checked that [V] G , with G = Autg , is ao 0
(*)-group and that G /Z is isomorphic to the dihedral groupo
D, ( 1) with generators and relations
::! p-
<A modulo Z, modu Lo Z:
-1 -1
Jj AU = A modulo Z > I
where a is a generator of the multiplicative group GF(p)- O.
We now examine the complete list of subgroups of
PSL( 2., p) found by Dickson (Sce Huppert' s book [t S-], p ,213) •
By Dickson's Theorem, the only subgroups of PSL(2,p) (p t 2)
with order dividing p2_1 are
(1) cyclic groups of order z, where z divides (p ; 1)/2.
(2) dihedral ~roups of order Zz, with z as in (1).
(;;) A4, if p > 3·
( Ii) S LJ. ' if p2_1 = 0 rnodu Lo 16 and p > 3·
( 5) A5 ' if p2_1 = 0 modulo 5.
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he wish to find subgroups of PGL( 2, p) wh i ch havo two
orbits on PG(l,p) and which are 2-tran~itive on one of them.
Such a subgroup must be one of (1) to (5) or contain such a
group with index 2. It is not difficult to show case by
case that the latter pos~ibility does not occur, though we
omit the details. We now consider 2-transitive
representations of groups (1) to (5).
Case (1) Since a transitive abelian group is re~ular
(Sec e.~. ~.4 of ell]), the only doubly-transitive cyclic
groups are C1 and C2. We have already considered
i~l = 1 or 2, and so no <*)-groups arise from this case.
Case (2) w e have already seen how D2(p_l) gives (·~)-groups
for all primes p t 2, with l61 = 2. Suppose Dry acts...z
2-transitively on a set ~ with [61> 2. Dy 9.6 of [2.1.J,
D is primitive on 6. and hence by B.8 of [2.1..], the normal2z
cyclic subgroup of order z is transitive. Dut by l1.4 of
[~~J, transitive abelian groups are regular, and hence
\~ I = z , Uy Theorem 1.1.1, z(z-l) divides 2z, and so z
is less than or equal to :3. ' '.ie have already dealt with
16.1 < 2, and we need consider only z = 3· Now D6 acts
transitively on r , where I~l + lel= p-s L, llence /r I-
is a divisor of 6, and it is easy to sec that the only
possibility is that p = 5 and I~) = I rl = ,.
choose a basis of V = V(2,5) such that
He may
6 = {(1..L2.), (2.ll.), <d: ..zl)}·
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~e indeed get a (*)-group in this case with
Go
and Go/Z is isomorphic to D6 (i.e. to S3).
A4 is 2-transitive only on '* letters. IIence
\ ~ \ = Ix and \~\ divides 1All I = ~,2.•
Since \~l+l.cl = p+l, we can have only p = 7. Hith
Go is generated by
Go/Z is isomorphic to A4.
1
6) •
we get a (~)-group
Again the only possibility is p = 7 with A
as in case <:5). Dut Go of (3) is the largest s~bgroup of
PGL( 2,7) which stabilizes D,. • Otherwise there would be a
matrix (~ ~) in GL(2,7) which ~ixes (!..t.l) and (.!..t2.).
Clearly there is no such matrix.
Case (5) Suppose Go/Z is isomorphic to A5•
2-transitively on 5 or 6 letters. lIence
I ~ I = 5 or 6, and ,If I, is a divisor of 60.
Also
t ~ l + If) = p-s L and p2 -1 = 0 modulo 5.
The only primes satisfying those conditions are
(a) p = 11, wLt h \~I = [E'l = 6
(b) p = 19, with i~t = 5, ( Cl = 15.
Suppose (a) occurs. T 1 t \ (1°013) of GL(2,ll)he e emen i =
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h.:l.S order 5, and so by Lemma 3.1.1 we may a s s urne that A.
belongs to G •o The orbits of A on PG(l,p) are
~l = {(l,O), (0,1), (1,8), (.!.l.lJ, (lLV),
t)2 = {(1,3), (~), (l.1...2), (1,10), (l,9)},
~3 = {(~)},
f:::.. = ~ 1 v 0.3 or ~ = ~ 1 \J 4 4 •1;/emay assume
If G is 2-transitive on 6, then G contains an clemento 0
wbich maps (1,0) to
~ 1 v ~3' then
a0) f'or some a£: GF(p) ......O If
contains the lines (~), (a,a),
and (~) to (.lL£); a , e. Go
contains a matrix n
(~) and (2,~); i.e. the lines (l,a), (1,7a), (l,Da)
and (1,6a) belong to A . But this is not true for any a.
\':eget a similar contradiction if 6.. - 6.. A-_ 1 v _ 4 Hence
(a) cannot occur.
In the same way it can be shown that (b) cannot occur
either. This completes the proof of' Theorem 4.1.1.
§ 4.2 (~)-groups of dc~rcc 4p •
In this section we find (~)-groups with parameters
A(p) as defined in § 4.0. "le will prove
Theorem 'r.2.1. Let ,& be an S-ring which admits a (~)-group
G with parameters A(p). Then a basis may be chosen for
V(4,p) such that
(i) for p = 2, ~ = {(l,U,C,C), (0,1,0,0), (0,0,1,0),
(0,0,0,1), (l,l,l,l)}
"here Aut}'e2_4 is a non-square in GF(p), and Z is
isomorphic to
(i)
(ii)
the symmetric group S_ for p = 2
)
[PO-(4,P)]C2, the projective orthogonal group of second
type extended by a cyclic group of order 2, for p t 2.
(Z denotes the centre of GL(~,p».
Proof 01 (i). '.;efirst prove the uniqueness of an S-ring
with parameters A(2) = (5,10,0,2). The S-ring is primitive
since ~ is not equal to 0 or 1<:. lJy 23.7 of [)..1.], tho
elements of ~ generate V = V(4,2). lIence we may choose
a basis of V such that the vectors (1,0,0,0), (0,1,0,0),
(0,0,1,0) and (0,0,0,1) belong to Let ex. be the
remuining vector of' 6 . If ex. = (1,1,0,0), t hcn ex. belongs
to L\/\.6.+ (1,0,0,0), contrudicting _\ = o. Similarly ex.
cannot be any other vector \-:i t h exactly two zero coordinates.
If ex. = (1,1,1,0), then 6./\ 6+ (1,1,0,0) contains four
vectors, contradicting ~ = 2. Similurly ex. cannot be any
other vector with exactly one zero coordinate. Hence the
only possibility is ex. = (1,1,1,1). It is easily seen
that with this a., any permutation of the five elements of
~ acts as a linear transformation, and hence Aut ~ is
isomorphic to 55'
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~e will prove Theorem ~.2.1 ~or p t 2 by a sequence
o~ lemmas (1 to 10). The uniqueness or the residual
S-ring is used to oblain the first three coordinates of
the clements of l::;. Then by using the transitivity
properties of the automorphism group and the fact that the
dual S-ring also has r-a nk 3, we determine th'o'fourth
coordinates. Dy Lemma 3.1.1, we wish to find ~ only
up to change of basis. Assuming the existence of an
S-rin~ with the required parameters, by suitable changes
of basis we "h omc in' on some unique canonical set which
can easily be checked to yield an S-ring with the required
parameters. Defore starting the proof we prove a general
lemma which will be useful.
Lemma 4.2.2. Suppose ~
V(n,p) in which .A = p-2.
is a rational rank 3 S-ring over
If ~, ~ and yare distinct
lines of 6 , then ~, ~ and yare linearly independent
vectors.
Proof. If ~alse, there arc non-zero elements a and b of
GF(p) such that y = aa + b~. Dut then 6. I'\.!::l.+ a~
contains y as well as p-2 scalar multiples of ~. This
contradicts )_ = p-2.
Lemma 1. Let G be a (~)-group with parameters A(p). Then
we may choose a basis of V such that
(i) 6. = ((0,0,0,1), (~,l,f(x,y»: x,y E GF(p)},
where f is a function from GF(p) X GF(p) to GF(p),
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(ii) G is isomorphic to a subgroup of K, where
o ,a.
ex. = (0,0,0,1) and ~ is the group
o
0): A £ GL(2,p), a,b,c £ GY(p), c t o}
b c
Proof. (i) We choose a basis for V such that ex. = (0,0,0,1) £ d
The residual S-ring is imprimitive, having parameters
in which 111 = k1 • IIence we have
6. (Ll1 + y) = 6111'\
for any y £ 11 , and so
(I~ v J) A fl u lJ)"I¥ r:vO
for any Y £ r, . Hence is a 2-dimensLonal
subspace of V(3,p). By a suitable choice of basis, we
may suppose
~ v J = {(x,y,O): x,y £ GF(p)} •
Ile rt c e
~ I = {( x , y , z): x ,y , z £ Gl" ( p), z -/. a}
and therefore
~ = {(O,o,a,l)', (x,y,l,f(x,y»},
wh er-ef is a map from GF(p) x GF(p) to GF(p). f is a well-
defined function since if (x,y,l,s) and (x,y,l,t) belong to
~ wi th s -/.t, then
(x,y,l,s) = (x,y,l,t) T (O,O,o,s-t),
giving a contradiction to ~ ~ p-2, by Lemma 4.2.2.
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(ii) G is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut J!, I , where
a ,::x.
.& denotes the residual oS-ring of ~
I
The i-th row of
a matrix of Aut'& I , re.::;ardcdas a vector, lies in t ho same
orlJit as (0,...,1,..•0), "'~lerethe 1 is in the i-th place.
Since (1,0,0) and (0,1,0) belong to 11, while (0,0,1) belongs
to6. 1, the result follows.
'Lemma 2. A basis can be chosen such that f(x,y) = 0 if
and only if x = Y = 0.
Proof. He mako use of the dual S-ring :#,8 , ,...hich was
defined in § 2.2.
A
Recall that 6 denotes the formal
sum I: S If P and ~ are elements of the dual spaceSE~
V~ then it is not difficult to see that since .__g is
.... "-rational, (L:.)p = ( 6. ) f if and only if p and y t ak e the
same number of zeros on a complete set X of line representatives
of 6. In our case we take
x = {(0,0,0,1), (x,y,l,f(x,y)}: x,y E GF(p)}
Since has rank 3, an element of' v 4f ...... 0 t alco s ono of
A
two fixed values on ~ He define "1' ... 'X4 as in § 2.3
by
E- . X· = ~' ..J ~ ~J
where E. = (0,•••,1,••.0), the 1 being in the j-th place.
J
1'\0;'1 'X.3 takes one zero on X, while X 1 take s p s- L zeros on x.
Vc use a counting argument •
...:J-of V'~
Consider the following subset
i ,j ,k E GF (p) } •
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4The total number of zeros taken by Y on X is p • lIence
we must have p3_p2 clements of Y each taking p+l zeros, and p2
elementsof Y each taking one zero. Suppose
Then
transforming in V by
r- ""1 0 0 il I
0 1 0 i2 i
0 0 1 i~ ,
)
I 0 0 0 1l.....
./
we may assume that 'X. 11 takes just one zero; i.e. exactly
one of the f(x,y) is zero. Suppose f(a,b) = O. Then
transforming in V by
[: 0 0
0"'"
1 0 0
-b 1 0
lo 0 0 1
we may suppose that f(x,yl = 0 if and only if x = Y = o.
(Note that neither of the above two transformations changes
the form of x i,
Lemma 3. G contains a subgroup P of order p2.
0,0'.
Proof. Since G is a (~)-group, Go,O'.is transitive on 6-0'. •
But \~ _ ~\ = p2 and so by 1.1.1, p2 divides the order
of G
0,0'.
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A Sylow p-subgroup S of K is non-abelian of
eX~loncnt p and order 3p • S is isomorphic to
= AD, UAB-l = A, AP= BP=CP =<\ . C C'C-l _- '\, C13C-l! ,.13, :.\ •
(K is as in Lemma 1).
Proof.
,.!l
\Je take S = { I a
1_b
o
1
c
a , b , C £ GF ( P ) }
Since S is a Sylow p-suu~roup of GL(3,p) it is certainly
Sylow p-suhgroup of' 1- Leta ..\. .
01 r:
~ (1A = 1 0 D = 0 O( C = 0 U I
01
I I
I
0/1 0/
i0
1/
1 10 1
I II1 0 :0 0 1) LO I 11l..- _, \.., J
It is a trivial verification that the given relations hold.
The exponent is p (for p ! 2), since
,..
01P (I 0:
[:
0
0/
0 I
I = lPda 1 o I11c pc 11'_.) _,
where d = pb + E(E-l) ac •2
Lemma 5. If S is as in Lemma '* , then the subgroups of' S
of order p2 are
(1 .....U ~J{ I £ GF (p)}n = la 1 a,b..t Lb ta
f'or t =
o
1
b
a , b E Gli' ( P ) }
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Proof. Since S hus exponent p, any subgroup or order p2
is elementary abeJ.ian. Suppose P has generators
and
jl j2 j~
ABC ~ , with A, D and C as in Lemma 4.
Using the relations given in Lemma 4, we find that these
two generators commute if and only if
, I
=
IIence P = <A,DiCj>, for some i and j, not both zero. It
easily follows that
P = Pt' where t = j/i i£ i I 0; t = (D if 1 = O.
Lemma 6. G contains a subgroup of'the :formo,a
r (1 <, : x ,y C; GF'(p) ]a a h(x,y)
I,
I 0 1 a g(x,y)
I x y 1 t:( X
1
'YJI
la 0 a
where f, g and h are functions from GF(p)x GF(p) to GF(p).
Proof'. By Lemmas 1,),'1 and 5, we m~y assume that P (o:f
Lemma 3) consists o:fmatrices, o:fthe f'orm
;' :~1I "
l~ '"',0 0 iJ
of GLC5,p), w i thwhere the matrices A comprise a subgroup Q
~ = P ,PI,···,P 1 or Po p- CD
~ow Pt is conjugate to Ps :fort and s non-zero, f'or
V-II) U = p ,t s
where U = (t
L~
o
1
o
It is thercf'ore sufficient to consider cases Q = ')
J. 0' P or1 PCD .'
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(i) Q = P Then0
{ (1
"\ x ,Y E GF (p) Jp = C 0 h Ix j y ) I
Ix 1 0 g Ix s y ) I
l~0 1 f(x,y)0 0 1 I_,J
3y Lemma 2, (0,0,1,0) E -.6. , and so the t:lif,d.row o f any
matrix in G may be regarded as a vector in 6o P is
generated by matrices
A = (1 0 0 all and B = 11 0 0 il2 i
le 1 0 I I 0 I01 l:
1 b2 I
l: I° 1 c, ° 1 ~I0 0 S 0 0 ~
The group P is
elementary abelian, and so AB = BA. This implies that
D1 = az = ° .
He now get
Ai = (1 0 0 i:,!/0 1 0
Ii 0 1 • I~C1 I
1 I10 Q 0..... ...;
Hence (i,O,l,icl) Et::.. for all i E GF(p). But uny three
such vectors are linearly dependent, contradicting A = p-2,
by Lemma 4.2.2.
(ii) Q = P,: as in (i) we .tSetCl contradiction.
Thus Q = P , and P has the required form.
00
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Lcmnw 7. 6 is as in the statement or Theorem 4.2.1 and the
group O-(4,p) is contained in Aut ~ wh er-c .6 is the S-ring
/\,
with basis quantities 0, ~ and r
Proof. By Lemma 6, G contains a subgroup generated byo
rl a1"l
~
aZlA = 0 0 and B = '1 0 0
I ,I ' II 0 1 ° b1 0 1 ° b2 II
1 0 1 C1 0 1 1 C2 i
I II
0 ° 0 11 0 0 0 11'- :..J '-" _'
The third row of the matrix AXUY is (x,y,l,f(x,y», where
f(x,y) y(y-l) b2 x(x-l)= xye z T 2 + YC2 + 2 a1 + xc-i
and since (0,0,1,0) belongs to ~ , a set of line
representatives of 6 is
x = {(O,O,O,l), (x,y,l,f(x,y» x ,y E GF ( p)} •
The vectors with y = 0 in X are
a1{<X,O,l, 2 ))}
If a1 = 0, then any three of these are linearly dependent
and so we must have
Since f(l - 0) = 0 we have by Lemma 2,
Now consider
f(ky,y) =
those vectors
b2yZ (I(az + ""2
in X "lith x
}(2 a1
+ -) + y(-
2
::::ky, some
bz
2 + c a J
1;: E GF (p) •
As above, we require the coefficient of y2 to be non-zero and
that of y to be zero. lIence
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This last inequality holds :for all k i:f and only if
a~ - a1b2 is not a square in CiF(p).
"\'<'ritinga, b .and c :for c1, c2 and a2 respectively, we now
have
L1 ::= {(x,y,z,w)
where c2 - 4ab is not a square.
Consider the quadratic form Q defined by
The matrix of Q is
2a cOO
c 2b 0 0
0 0 0 -1
I
I
0 0 -1 0 !
_./
Since det A ::= c2-llab is a noli...square, Q is Cl quadratic
form of type 2. Hence 6. consists precisely of the non-
zero isotropic vectors of Q. If we choose a basis for V
such that the matrix of Q is
(2 Cl 0 0---'I
e 0 0 01...
i
0 0 0 -11
I
I
I
0 0 -1 01J
where e2_4 is a non-square, then we get .6- as in the
statement of Theorem 4.2.1.
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Thus 0- (11, p) is contained In the a ut omo r-p hLs m group
of' /;~ , the "S-ring with basis 0,6, r . So also is Z,
the centre of GL(4,p). The semi-direct product
[V]Z.O-(4,p) is not a (*)-group, for the orbits of' z.o-(4,p)
on V(h , p) are
t6. :: {ex. (ex.,ex.)Q :: o)
.,r'= {ex. (ex,ex.)Q is a square) and
I" = {ex. (a,ex.)Q is a non-square)
We shall see in Lemma 10 that Z.O-(4,p) is contained in Aut j .
as a subgroup of index 2 and that O-(4,p) has an outer
automorphism wh i.ch maps vectors of r I to vectors of r 'I.
Lemma 8.
Proof. This will follow from Theorem 1.1.1 if we show that
the stabilizer of three lines of ~ in Aut
order 2. We choose a basis of V such that is as in the
has at most
statement of 4.2.1. Aut /SSuppose Zg is an clement of Z which
fixes the lines (0,0,1,0), (0,0,0,1) and (1,0,1,1). We
may choose the coset representative g such that
(O,O,l,O)g:: (O,O,a,O), ~O,C,O,l)g ::(O,O,O,b) and
(l,O,l,l)g = (1,0,1,1),
for somo a and b in GF(p) -,0. Then
(l,O,O,O)g = (l,O,l-a,l-b)
and
(I 0 I-a <,s = I I-bl
h i j k I
0 ° a °
I
i
Ila j0 ° b_I
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for some h, i, j, k E GF(p). U~ing the f~ct th~t the vector
(X,y,1,X2+y2+exy)g is isotropic for all x and y in GF(p),
it is straightforward, t.ho ugh t edLous; to show that
a = b = 1, j = k = 0, and (h,l) = (0,1) or (-l,e) •
Since we have only two solutions for the matrix g, the proof
is completed.
Lemma 9. There is an clement s of GF(p) (for p I 2) such
that both -s and 1+4s are non-squares.
Proof. If p I 2, s ~ -s and s r-7 1+11s are both bijections
of GF(p) onto GF(p). Since exactly half of the non-zero
elements of GF(p) are squares, for the lemma to be false
we require that for any t E GF(p),
-t is a square if and only if 4t+l is a non-square ••• (1)
Suppose p /. 5. Then -t = 4t+1 if t = - 1/5, contradicting
(1), and so the lemma is true for p /. 5. If p = 5, then
we may take s = ,.
Lemma 10. Aut g
Z
is isomorphic to an extension of
PO-(4,p) by a cyclic group of order 2.
Proof. Aut..-~He have already shown that Z contains PO-(4,p).
we show that Aut ~ contains an clement of PGL(4,p) not
lying in PO-(4,p), then the result will follow by Lemma 8.
~!e now find it convenient to change the basis of V so that
the matrix of Q is
- 7 (i -
A = (2 1 0 0) ,
11 -2s 0 0/
0 0 -11,a
la 0 -1 oj
"'here s is chosen such that -s and 'ls+l are non-squares.
Since det A = 1+4s, Q is indeed equivalent t/o' our earlier
form. Now' consider the element Zg of PGL( 4,p) , where
g = 0 1 0 :1s 1 0
l: 0 1 _OJ0 0
Then
(x,y,z,w)g = (sz,x+y,z,-sw).
Hence i£ ~ = (x,y,z,w), then
whereas
Since -s is a non-square, g docs not belong to PO-(4,p).
But if (~,a)Q = 0, then (ag,a~Q = 0, and hence g E Aut·g
This c omp Le t es the proof of Theorem 4.2.1.
Let ~ be the S-ring given by 4.2.1.
that
AutE
Z
for all primes p (including 2), the permutation group
acting on ~ is isomorphic to prL(2,p2) acting on
By a semi-linear transformation of a vector space V over
a field F we mean a bijection T from V onto V such that for
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some automorphism t of F, we hnve for all a,t3 £ V, a E F,
(a+~)T = aT + ~T, (aa)T = at(aT)
It is shown in (10.6.9) of [IS] that the set of scmilinear
transformationrof V is a group, denoted ~y rL(V), containing
the group of linear transformations GL(V) as a normal subgroup,
and that rL(V)/GL(V) is isomorphic to the "au t omo r-phLsm group
of F. We let prL(V) denote the group ('L(V)z , where Z
denotes the group of linear maps of the form
aT = aa.
for all a E V, some a £ P .
If F is GF(p2), then its automorphism group has order 2.
Hence the order of PI'L(2,p2) is 2(p2+1)p2(p2_1).
Theorem Lf.2.3. Let ..& be as in l1.2.1. Then Aut gZ
acting on ~ is isomorphic to prL(2,p2) acting on PG(1,p2).
Proof. (i) p = 2. Since prL(2,4) acts on 5 points of
PG( 1,11), and has the same order as the symmetric group S5'
we must have the required isomorphism.
(ii) p J. 2. We let Q be thq quadratic form over v(4,p)
with matrix as in the proof of Lemma 10. Now the poly-
nominl x2-x-s is irreducible over GF(p), since 1+4s is a
non-square. Thus
GF(p2) = {a}, + b : a j b £ GF(p)}
wh er-o ..\ is the primitive (p2_1)_th root of unity in GF(p2),
satisfying the equation
;"2 _ ,,\ _ s = 0 •
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1::C have
\....L ( 2 , P 2) = [G L ( 2 , P 2 ) ] < '"C" > ,
where
We get a permutation isomorphism ~ as ~ollows.
G 1:,. --;;. PG(1,p2) is do f Ln e d by ., .
Q (0,0,0,1) ~ (1,0)
and (x,y,1,x2_y2s+xy) ~ (yA +x,l),
for all x,y E GF(p), while
Q : [pO-(l1,p)]C2 ~ Pi""L(2,p2)
is given by its action on the following generators (the L1 x 4:
and 2 x 2 matrices should be read modulo the centres of
GL(4:,p) and GL(2,p2) respectively).
Q : (0 1 0 0 ..... .'"11 0 0 2
,- :J, Is 1. 0 0 l~\ I 11 010 1 0 1l: 0 1. 0
~ ~ l1. 1.!1. 0 1. 1. ...
0 0 -s
,-0 ° ° 1.
rl 0'1 r: 0.....0 0 11 0 0I I" 1.l
l:
-1 0 0 0 1 0 0 cl:I....~ l. ~ II0 1. 0 0 0 0 1 0'V
0 0 1) ~O 0 1 0
We omit the straightforward verification that ~ is a
permutation isomorphism.
We now consider certain subgroups of the two isomorphic
groups above. From now on our discussion holds only for
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p I 2. Uy SL(2,p2) we mean the ~roup of linear tran5form~tions
of V(2,p2) which huve determinant l, and by PSL(2,p2) the
nuotient of: this group by the subv.r-oup of s caLa r matrices.
By P J\. - ( '1, p ) we mean a certain normal .subgroup of index 2 in
1'0- ( 4 , p ) • The precise def:inition may be found in [ J ] or
[ + J. It is w eLl, known that PSL( 2,p2) and P 11. - (11, p) are
isomorphic groups (Sec c.g. [I J). The restriction of: g
above to PSL(2,p2) gives such an isomorphism. He n oi ... see
how the larger groups on each side of the isomorphism
correspond. One might expect the outer automorphisms of
PO-(4,p) and PGL(2,pZ) to correspond; this is not in f:act
the case. From the def:inition of: Q we see
- ( 1belongs to PO l,p), whoreas Q maps the outer automorphism
. ~ 0 2 .of' PO- ( 4, p) to Z(0 1)' whLch belongs to PGL( 2, p ). \ve thus
have the f'ollowing i50morphisms:
[pO-{4,p)]Cz
----- -----[pn. - ( 4 , p ) ]ca PO- ( h , p )
----- ----pj'\. -(4,p)
We now prove some further f'acts of' interest about our
S-rings with parameters n{p).
A Steiner system S(I=,k.v) denotes a block design l...hich
has v pOints, k points lying in each block, with any set of
t points lying in exactly one block.
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Theorem 4.2.4. If JS is as in 4..2.1, then Aut ;; is an
automorphism group of the Steiner system S(3,p+l,p2+1).
Proof. As the points of the design we take the clements of 4 ,
wh ere ~ is as in 4.2.1. As blocks we take subsets of ~
generated by three lines, i.e. the blocks are the sets
L\",<a,@,y>, for distinct '2-,~, r £ 6... , ISince L admits
a 3-transitive automorphism group G ,G act transitively ono 0
the blocks and hence each contains the same number of points.
The block containing (0,0,1,0), (0,0,0,1) and (1,0,1,1) is
((a,O,a,l), (x,O,1,x2) : x £ GF(p)} •
Hence k = p+l and we have the required design.
The number of blocks in the design is p(p2+1) which we
observe is the same as the number of points of r '. He show
in our next theorem that the representation of Aut ~ is
the same in each case.
Theorem 4.2.5. Tho permutation representations of Aut!
on r and of Aut.2 on the blocks of the associated Steiner
system are isomorphic.
Proof. (i) p = 2. Recall that in this case we may take
~ = {(l,O,O,O), (0,1,0,0), (0,0,1,0), (0,0,0,1), (l,L,l,l)}.
The blocks of S (3,3,5) are si.mpLy all subsets of three vectors
(for p = 2, vectors and lines are the same thing).
a map ~ from the set of blocks to r by
,",edefine
(B)~ = r: ex.
a.EB
for each block B. By the linearity ~f Aut i on V, it
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follows that the action of Aut g on the two sets is the
same.
(ii) P -I 2. In this case r is the set of non-isotropic
lines under po-(4,p). For each a Er, we let a-L denote
the set
{p E V : (a,p)Q = o) •
Then ex..J. is a three· dimensional subs pace such that
• j ,
.LV = <a.> + ex. •
Let I"J.. __ { ..L r}ex. :aE • Since PO-(~,p) and its outer
automorphism preserve zero scalar products, Aut ~ has the
same action on r as on I' .L • It can easily be shoNn
that for a quadratic form over V(3,p) there are p+l isotropic
Hence under Q restricted to ex...L , cx.,J.. contains p+lline,s'..
isotropic lines and these must form a block of the Steiner
system. The result now follows.
We conclude this subsection with a conjecture. \;'e have
proved that an S-ring ,,g with parameters A(p) is unique
under certain assumptions about Aut g Looking at small
primes suggests that such assumptions are unnecessary. :rlore
generally we can show that an S-ring with parameters A(p) is
unique provided the following combinatorial result holds.
Conjecture 4.2.6. Let ~ be a permutation of the non-zero
elements {i, ••• ,p-l} of GF(p), with (l)Q = 1. Then a
necessary and sufficient condition for the set
'x = {(l,x,(x)Q) : x = l, ••• ,p-l}
to have tho property that any three vectors of X arc linearly
. -1~ndependent is that (x)g = x for all x E GF(p)' 0 •
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Theorem L1:.3.l. There is a unique S-ring g over V( 5,3)
having parameters B = (22, 220, 1, 2). Aut ;2
Z
is isomorphic
to the Mathieu group MIl' and [VJZ.Mll is a <*)-group.
The proof is broken down into Lemmas 1, 2 and 3.
,I '
Lemma 1. The residual S-ring K, over v( 4,3) with
parameters B1 is unique.
Proof. We found in § 4.0 that the residual S-ring i\ has
parameters
D1 = (20, 60, 1, 6) = A ( 3 ) •
In § 4.2 we showed that an S-ring ~ with parameters
A(p) is unique for all p, with the assumption that ~ admits
a suitable automorphism group. For p = 3, we prove the
uniqueness without such an asswnption. Suppose
V(~,p) = 0 A ~lv ~, v I
where J1, "has basis quantities 0, ..6.,
...
and r
I
By
Lemmas 1 and 2 of § ~. 2 (whLch did not assume knowledge of
Aut J ), a basis of V(4,p) may be chosen such that
~ i = {( 0 ,0 ,0 , 1 ), ,(x , y , 1 , f (x , y » : x , y C; Gl"( 3) }
,<[heref is a function from GF(3) x GFCS) to Gr'(3), which has
the property that
(1) f(x,y)' = 0 if and only if x = y = 0 •
#- §'Let X, '~~/~~)X~ generate V as in 2.3, and let
X1 = {(O,O,O,l), (x,y,l,f(x,y»
be a set of line representatives of ~I. X, takes four
zeros on X1 , while X 3 takes one zero. IIence, as in Lemma
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2 of § 4.2, every element of V~ takes either one or four
zeros on X, • It f'o LLowa from (1) that x.l+ x.'r and 2 'Xl + ):."1"
take a total of eight zeros and hence take four cacho Thus
{f(x,y) : x,y £ GF(p)} = {0,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,2} ...
with f(O,O) = O. Suppose (x, ,y,) and (X2 ,Yz) satisfy
f(x, ,y, ) = f(X2,YZ) = til ., .
Transforming by
-1
x1 y, 0 0
Xz yz 0 °
° ° 1 0
0 ° ° 1
we may suppose that
f(l,O) = f(O,l) = 1
(Note: when we transform in V, i.e. change basis, we must
make sure that the form of X, remains the same, only the
unknown f(x,y) undergoing any change). \1enow have in AI
the elements (0,0,1,0), (0,0,0,1), (1,0,1,1) and (0,1,1,1).
But
2(0,0,1,0) + 2(1,0,1,1) = (2,0,1,2),
and so by Lemma 4.2.2, (2,0,i,2) belongs to ~ Hence
f(2,0) = 1, and similarly f(0,2) = 1. We now have four of
the f(x,y) equal to 1, and by (2) the remaining f(x,y) must
all be equal to 2. Thus 6. I = X, V 2X" \....here
x, = {(0,0,1,0), (0,0,0,1), (1,0,1,1), (2,0,1,1),
(0,1,1,1), (0,2,1,1), (1,1,1,2), (2,2,1,2), (1,2,1,2),
(2,1,1,2)}
i.e. 41 consists of those points (x,y,z,w) satisfying
wz = x2 + y2 •
Lemma 2. An S-ring j over V(5,3) with parameters li is
unique.
Proof. By Lemma 1 there are elements a .. in GF(p) such
~J
that a set of line representatives of' 6.
X = {(O,a,O,O,l)
(0,0,0,1,0)
(0,0,1,0,0)
(l,O,l,l,alO)
(2,O,1,1,a20)
(O,l,l,l,aOl)
(O,2,1,1,a02)
(1,1,1,2,a1l)
(2,2,1,2,a22)
(1,2,1,2,a12)
(2,1,1,2,a21)}
Transforming in V by
r:1 0 ° 0 -alO
0 1 0 ° -aOl
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 v
0 ° 0 0 1
is
., '
w e may suppose
Now XI takes five zeros on X, wh al,e x., takes two zeros.
Since the dual S-ring hils rank 3, every element of V* takes
two or five zeros on X. Now
lIence takes five zeros and so just one more a .. is zero.
~J
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l,',-re lllaysuppose a20 is non-zero; for if' "zo = () '....e transform
by
II 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 ., '
0 0 0 0 1
Transforming by
1 0 0 0 0
o 1 0 0 0
o 0 100
o 0 0 1 0
:0 0 0 0 2
\...
if necessary, we may suppose that
a20 = 1 •
He now have
Since exactly one of the unkn own a .. is zez-o, ?( _ + X 4 + 'X 5
l.J ~
takes two zeros on X, and so we must have
Hence just one of all' a22,a12,a2l is zero, and we consider
these four cases separately, making use of the £act that the
following sets have two or five zeros.
(i) (X)Xl + X. 5 = {1,O,O,1,O,o,2,l+all,2+a22,1+a12,2+a21}
(ii) (X)x2 + X 5 = {1,O,O,O,l,l,l,l+ull,2+u22,2+u12,1+a21}
(iii) (X)"4 +x = {1,1,O,l,2,1,0,2+all,2+a22,2+a12,2+a21}5
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Case 1.
By (i), the latter holds to give five zeros in (X) )( 1 + -x 5.
But then (X) 'X 2 + :x.5has just one zero. Hence this case can
not occur.
Case 2. = o. Transforming by
1 ° 0 ° 01 ., .
o 1 ° 0 °
00010
o 0 100
o 0 0 0 11..,
we get case 1 and hence a contradiction.
Case 3. a12 = 0. As in case 1 we get
= 2 •
This does not lead to a contradiction.
Case 4. As in Case 2, we can change basis to get case 3.
Hence we maj choose a basis for V such that an S-ringj
·overV(5,3) with parameters il has simple basis quantities 0,
"~ and
...r , whez-e .6. = X v 2X, with
X = {(O,O,O,O,l), (0,0,0,1,0), (0,0,1,0,0),
(1,0,1,1,0), (2,0,1,1,1), (0,1,1,1,0),
(0,2,1,1,2), (1,1,1,2,2), (2,2,1,2,2),
(1,2,1,2,2), (2,1,1,2,O)}
Lemma :2.
Aut $.'l'hen Z
Let g be the S-ring over V(5,3) with parameters U.
is isomorphic to the Mathieu group Mll•
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Let a = (0,0,0,0,1). The stabilizer (Aut -& ).".:
is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut J$ I • Given an automorphism
A1 of g, (A1 represented by a matrix in GL(l1,3», we must
find whether we can choose a, b, c, d, e E Gf(3) such that
A =
A1 :e~l
° ° ° ° ~
...
is an automorphism of .& For example, consider the matrix
A1 = 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
° ° 0 1
0 0 1 0
of Aut .,.gl . If /\1 'extends' to A, then since the third and
fourth rows of A may be regarded as elements of I.l , we
have (we take A- as given by Lemma 2)
c = ° and d = 0 •
Now (l,O,l,l,O)A = (O,l,l,l,a) belongs to A and so
Also (O,l,l,l,O)A = (l,O,l,l,b), and so
b = 0
Since (2,0,1,1,1)A = (0,2,1,1,e), we have
e = 2 •
It is easy to check that the matrix
,...
A = 0 1 0 ° °
1 0 000
00010
o 0 1 0 0
o 0 0 0 2_j
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does indeed f Lx ~ as a set, and hence beLongs to Aut ,g
We can show similarly that the matrices of'
wh Lch extend as above are precisely those lying in p.J\- ('-".3) •
Hence (Aut.8)~ is isomorphic to P JI.. - ( ll,.3), and theref'ore
has order 10.9.8, acting sharply 3-transitiV~ly on the ten
po ints o:f 6..... a •- -
It will now :follow that Aut & is sharply 4-transitive
on 6 i:f ''I'e :find an element o:f Aut _g which docs not f'ix
(0,0,0,0,1). In :finding such an element we also demonstrate
a technique which we have :found very use:ful :for finding auto-
morphisms o:f a given S-ring over a vector space. Because
of the desired high transitivity o:f Aut g , it is likely that
there is an automorphism which fixes several pOints of'~ •
In this case we guess that there is a matrix il in Aut 1
satisfying
(O,O,O,l,O)B = (0,0,0,1,0), (0,0,1,0,0)8 = (0,0,2,0,0)
(l,O,l,l,O)B = (1,0,1,1,0) and (O,O,O,O,l)B = (0,1,1,1,0)
Suppose
(O,l,l,l,O)B = a,
:for some a E 6. • Now
(0,2.,1,1,2) = 2(0,1,1,1,0) - (0,0,0,1,0) - (0,0,1,0,0) +
2(0,0,0,0,1)
and hence
(0,2,1,1,2)B = 2a + (0,2,1,0,0).
(0,2,1,0,0) belongs to r , and since ~ = 2, we have
l~ (\.1 + (0,2,1,0,0) \ = 2 •
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In fact, ~I\ 6. + (0,2,1,0,0) = {(1,0,2,2,2), (2,2,2,1,1)}
Hence a = (1,0,2,2,2) or (2,2,2,1,1). tve now lenow the
action of B on five independent vectors and hence can find
its matrix. ~lith the latter value of'a., it turns out that
B does not belong to Aut .g But with the former we get
B = lOO 2 0
1 0 1 0 2
" ,
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 2 0
0 1 1 1 0
wh Lc h is easily checked to stabilize A as a set and
hence belongs to Aut g .
We now have that Aut .26 is sharply 4-transitive on the
eleven points of 4 ,and hence has order 11.10.9.8 = 7920.
The fact that AU~ g is isomorphic to tho Mathieu group Mll
follow's from Theorem 5.8.1 of' [~], wher-o it is shown that Nl1
is the only 4-transitive group on 11 letters, in which the
stabilizer of 4 points has odd order. A1ternutive1y we can
Aut.Jshow that Z is Mll by means of the characterization of Ml1
as the automorphism group of fhe Steiner system s(4,5,11)
(See [2.3J). This Steiner system with automorphism group
Aut ~ arises in this caso as in Theorem 4.2.4. The points
are thoso of A , the blocks those subsets A 1\ \.;, wh ere \'1
is any 4-dimensional subspace of V{5,3) having four linearly
independent vectors in ~ •
The proof of Lemma 3, and hence of Theorem 4.3.1, is
now completed.
From the 3-transitive group P~-{4,p) on 10 points of
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PG(3,3), we have constructed a 4-transitive group on 11
points of PG(4,3). We now consider the more ~eneral
situation: given a subset 6, of V(n-l,p) admitting a linear
group t-transitive on ~i , docs thore e*ist a subset A oC
V(n,p) admitting a subgroup of GL(n,p) which is (t+l)-
transitive on A and such that (0, ••• ,0,1) 'E' 6.. and
A I = {( x1 ,••• ,xn_l) :(X1 ,••• ,Xn) E b.., some xn E Glt'(p)} " {o} ?
(c.f. definition of the residual S-ring).
extension oC A I •
\{e call ~ an
Theorem [1:.3.2. Let AI be that subset 6. of V( ll,p) given
by Theorem 4.2.1. Then
(i) for p = 2, there is an infinite sequence of extensions.
(ii) for p = 3, we can extend twice only.
(iii) for p > 3, extensions do not exist.
(i) p = 2: for any n 2:. 2, let A be the set
{t i ,«, ... 0), (0,1,0, ••• ,0), ••• , (0, ••• ,o.l), (1,1, ••• ,I)}.
Any permutation of the n+l points oC A acts linearly on ~
Proof.
Thus we can extend indeCillitcly, getting automorphism groups
S5' S6' S7'.·· acting on V(n,2) for n = 4,5,6, •••
(ii) p > 2~ If there is a subgroup of PGL(5,p) acting
4-transitively on p2+2 points, then (p2+2)(p2+1)p2(p2_1)
divides the order of PGL(5,p). This implies that
p2+2 divides (p5_1)(p2_1)(p3_1)
and hence that
This is clearly not truo for p > 3, but is for p = 3.
Indeed we have already seen that an extension exists for p = 3;
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we get NIl acting 4-transitivcly on 11 points of' lJG('1,3).
It can be shown in a similar way (we omit the lengthy proof')
that a further extension exists: a set of 12 points of'
PG(5,3) acted on 5-transitively by the 1·1nthieugroup }112•
This representation of M12 was constructed in a different way
by Coxeter [2. J. It can be shown that thc'r'cis no further
extension to a 6-transitive group on 13 points.
Let G = [vJG , where G is the subgroup of GL(n,p)
o 0
as given by the above extensions. We give the ranks rep)
of such permutation groups G below
n = 4: 5 6 7 8 9 10 • • •
r (2) : 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 . • •
r<:~): 3 3 4
r( 5) : 3
r(7): 3
•
We look at the case (p,n) = (3,6) more closely. It is not
difficult to find the orbits of M12 on PG(5,3); there are
three of them, containing 12, 132 ~nd 2~O points. lIenee.
[V(6,3)]Z.M12 is a rank 4 group with subdcgrces 1, 24, 264
We now consider the corresponding S-ring and its
dual. Recall that if the S-ring -8 is the transi tivi ty
module C(V,G ), then its dualo is C(V# Cl), 0 ' wh e r-o G Io
consists of the transposes of matrices in G (See Theorem 2.3.1)o
The f'o Ll.owd.n g diagram gives the orbit lengths of M12, NIl
Go Go Iand PSL(2,11) in their actions as Z. and Z on the lines
of v(6,3) and v(6,3) :tr respectively.
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line orbits under
Go
Z
line orbits under
GI
o
Z
Go
Z
12
~
1 11 22
132 220 132 ~20
110
12
66 66
., '
220 12
The orbit lengths on the left were found directly by finding
the orbits of G on v(6,3).. 0 Those on the right could be
obtained similarly by finding the orbits of G Io on V(6,3r~' •
IIowever, it is casier to find them by means of the results of
'I'amesc hke (2.2.3 and 2.2.4:). Consider first thc raru~ 4:group
Let the n. and f. be as defined in 2.2.7.~ ~ Then
By Theorems 2.2.4: and 2.2.6
312• 2'1. 26L1. L1:LiG
f2 f3 fll;
is the square of a 3-power,
where
f2 + f3 + f4: = 24 + 264: + 44:0.
It is easy to show that the only possibility is
The action of the subgroup MIl of M12 is obtained by fixing
a line in the orbit ~ (See diagram). Since [V(5,3)]Z.M1l
is a rank 3 group with subdegrees I, 22, 220, we have by
2.2.4:,
is the square of a 3-power}
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where
The only possibility is
{f2,f3} = {r i o , 132}.
(This could also be obtained from lIigman's formula (1.2.6».
We may assume that f2 and f3 ~or this case Are f2 and f3 of
the r-ank 6 group [V(6,3)]Z.Nll• It can now be shown, using
2.2.4, that for this group
Hence we get the line orbit lengthsas in the diagram.
Similarly, the subgroup of MIl isomorphic to PSL(2,11) has
orbits as shown.
The permutation group [V(4,3»)Z.Mll is of p~rticular.1
interest for several reasons.
(1) It gives rise to nine distinct permutation representations
of MIl' including the 3-transitive representation of
degree 12.
(2) It gives one of the :few examples we know ot: an S-ring
'/over a vector space in which the subdegrees of ~ arc
dit::ferent t:rom those of' ,g #.
(3) It gives an answer to the following question raised by
Wielandt (p.93, [2.1..J): in a permutation group, if the
ni are all different, does it follow that the fi are
all different? In this case
while
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§ 4.4:. 6The 3 case.
In this section g will denote an S-ring over v(6,3)
with parameters
C = (2.56,2.308,1,20),
and ~ 1 its residual. In § 4:.0, we ~aw that i, has
parameters ,I '
C1 = (2. 55, 2.66, 37, 60) •
C1 is unique.
An S-ring
Aut 2>,
z
.lS, over V( 5,3) with parametersTheorem 4:.4:.1.
is isomorphic to the Mathieu group M11.
Proof. We proved earlier (Theorem 4:.3.1)that an S-ring
over V = V(5,3) with parameters
B _' (22, 220, 1, 2)
is unique. It is isomorphic to the transitivity module
C(V, G ) where G /Z is isomorphic to the group H11. By
o 0
(1.2.6) the corresponding r-a nk 3 group G = [V]G haso
{£1,f2,f3} = {1, 110, 122},
and by 2.2.6, these are the subdegrees o£ C(V, G )~ •o
Hence i£ ~. has parameters C1, g.:;; has parameters Band
so is isomorphic to C(V, G ):o
Aut .&.and by 2.3.1, Z
Thus is uniquo
Aut ,g.~is isomorphic to Z , i •e • to N1 1 •
From the uniqueness o£ the residual S-ring ~, , no
doubt a unique ext erisLon could be constructed as in Theorem
However, this would be an arduous task ,'lith I4 \
so large as 56, and since we will construct an S-ring with
parameters C by other means, we will content ourselves with
the £ollowing more modest result about the uniqueness of Aut g
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Th e 0 r e III 4. 1*. 2. Suppose g is a rank 3 S-ring over v(6,3)
'" '"with parameters C and basis 0, ~ , r . If ..g admits an
automorphism group G transitive ono and such that the
Gminimal normal subgroup of Zis simple, then G /z iso
isomorphic to either PSL(3,4) or [pSL(3,4)]Cz •
Note. Suppose G = [V]G is a <*)-group wit~ ,parameters C.o
Then G /Z is 2-transitive on ~ •o Let N/Z be a minimal
normal subgroup of G /Z.
o
[~lJ) every non-regular minimal normal subgroup of a doubly
By a Theorem of Burnside (12.4 of
ntransitive group is elementary abelian and hence has degree p
for some prime p. But in our case the degree of G Iz on Ao _
is 56, which is not a prime power, and so N/Z is non-regu~r
and herice primitive and simple. Since primitive groups are
transitive this shows that the <*)-group G will be given by
Theorem 4.4.2. In fact the theorem shows that <*)-groups
'with parameters C do not exist and this is why we wo alcen the
conditions on Aut ~ so as to trap an S-ring with the
required parameters.
Proof of 4.l1:.2.
isomorphic ,to a
The stabilizer of a point of ~ in Goll. is
Aut"glsubgroup of Z which by 4.4.1 is isomorphic
to M11. By Theorem 1.1.1 we get
(A): 56 divides IN/zl divides !G/Z I divides 56.11.10.9.8.
~l. Hall has shown that any unknown simple group of order less
than 1,000,000 must have one of twenty-one possible orders,
and condition (A) ensures that IN/zl can be none of these.
The only known simple groups whose order satisfies (A) are
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(1) the Mathieu group M22 oC order 56.11.10.9.8.
(2) the alternating group A7 oC order 56.5.9.
(3) the alternating group Ab oC order 56.10.9.4.
(4) the projective special linear group oC dimension 3
over GF(4), denoted by PSL(3,4), of order 56.10.9.4.
Case (1). If N/Z is isomorphic to M22, then .the stabilizer
(N/Z)~ (~ EA) has order 11.10.9.8 and hence is isomorphic
to M", being a subgroup of the same order. But it is
known that M'1 is not a subgroup of M22, and so this case
cannot occur.
Case (2). By examination of the character table of A7, we
find that no set of permutation characters and subdegrees of
this group fulfils the conditions of Frame's Theorem, 2.2.7,
for A7 to have a transitive representation on 56 points.
Case (3)~ Aa does have a representation on 56 points,
namely its natural action on the unordered triples of a
symbols. But the stabilizer of a triple contains an element
of order 15, which gives a contradiction, since ~111 contains
no elements of order 15.
Case (4). Suppose N/Z is isomorphic to PSL(,,4). From
Frame's result (2.2.7) and examination of the character table
of PSL(3,4) we find that the only possible representation of
PSL(3,4) on 56 points is one of rank 3 with subdegrees 1, 10,
4S and associated character degrees fl, f2, f3 = 1, 20, 35.
We will see later that this case occurs.
Now consider possible orders of G /Z satisfying (A).o
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Le t ex.e t:.
Then (Go!Z)ex.is isomorphic to }l11, and (K!Z)~ is a
proper normal subgroup of (Go!Z)ex.'contradicting the
simplicity of ~~1'
isomorphic to a subgroup of M11 of i~4ex 2, again
contradicting the simplicity of )~1.
(c) There remain only the possibilities that G !Z has
o
order 56.10.9.8 or 56.10.9.4 and hence is
isomorphic to PSL(3,4) or an extension of this group
In our next theorem we exhibit an S-ring satisfying the
hypotheses of Theorem 4.4.2. This result arose out of a
suggestion by D. Fischer that since the number of isotropic
lines of v(6,3) under 0-(6,3) is 112, the desired suborbit ~
might consist of half of the isotropic lines.
Theorem [1:.4.3. There exists an S-ring .-8 , with parameters C,
whose automorphism group is isomorphic to [PSL(3,4)]C2'
Proof. Since the details of the proof run into many pages we
give only an outline. By Theorem 4.0.2, the orthogonal
group 0-{6,3) has 224 isotropic points(i.e. 112 isotropic lines).
Let I denote the set of isotropic points. \ve guess that under
the action of some subgroup M of 0-(6,3), I splits i~to two
orbits each with 112 points, and that one of these orbits, ~ ,
f\
gives a simple basis quantity 6 for a r-ank 3 S-ring ~ over
V(6,3). Since we require that M be transitive on 56 lines
we may assume H contains an element of order 7.
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Stel2 1: Find an element of: order 7 lying in an.orthogonal
group 0-(6,3).
Let T be thc clement
I" ....
0 l. 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
.1 •
0 0 0 0 l. 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
2 2 2 2 2 2
of: GL(6,3). T has order 7. We will f:ind a quadratic
from Q with matrix A such that T is an isometry with respect
to Q (these terms were dcf:ined in § 4.0). By taking various
pairs ~, ~ of basis vectors and using
we get equations connecting the coef:ficients of A which can
be sol.ved~to give, f:or exampl.e
A = 1 lOO 0 0
l. l. l. 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 ,1 0
0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 1
A has determinant 1 and so by '1.0. 1 the quadratic form Q ,.;1 th
matrix A has type 2.
Step 2; Find the set I of: isotropic vectors of: 0-(6,3);
i.e. vectors (xl.,••• ,x6) which satisfy
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6 5
L: X ,2 + 2 L: x .x . 1 = ° ., 1 1 , 1 1 1+1= 1=
We list them as orbits of the 7-cycle T; i.e. in subsets
Xl,X2, ••• ,X32 of the form
{ex, «r , exT2, ••• ,exT6}
in such a way that Xl v X2 II ••• v X16 is a complete set
" .
of line representatives of I. \Ve then have
~ = X.J.v··· \I X16
We take, for example,
Xl = {(2,1,0,0,0,0), (0,2,1,0,0,0), (0,6,2,1,0,0),
(0,0,0,2,1,0), (0,0,0,0,2,1), (2,2,2,2,2,1), (2,1,1,1,1,1)}
and X17 = {2cx. : ex ~ Xl}' and so on.
Step 3 ': Find all possible ~ •
\\Teconsider subsets of I wh Lch are unions of precisely
8 of the 16 X .•-~ Since we require that be a simple basis
quantity for a rank 3 S-ring with ~ = 1, satisfios the
condition given by 4.2.2, that
(1) if ex and ~ are linearly independent vectors in A ,
then ex+~ does not belong to A.
The possible sets ~ for which (1) holds are obtained with
little difficulty. For example, if we suppose X1 above is
a subset of A , then the X. wh acb contain the isotropic
1.
vectors
(2,1,0,2,1,0) = (2,1,0,0,0,0) + (0,0,0,2,1,0)
and
(2,1,0,1,2,0) = (2,1,0,0,0,0) + (0,0,0,1,2,0)
cannot be subsets of A . By repeat~d usc of this sort of
argument we find that there are just four different unions of
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eight X. which satisfy (1), and it is readily seen that
-1
these are equivalent under suitable changes of basis (which
leave the set I unchanged). We thus get an essentially
unique set .d with
14/\ L\ + ex 1= 1, for all ex £ ,1..
A set of line representatives of ~ ~
x = {(2,1,0,0,0,0), (0,2,1,0,0,0), (0,0,2,1,0,0),
(0,0,0,2,1,0), (0,0,0,0,2,1), (2,2,2,2,2,1), (2,1,1,1,1,1),
(2,0,1,0,1,0), (0,2,0,1,0,1), (2,2,1,2,0,2), (1,0,0,2,0,1),
(2,0,2,2,1,2), (1,0,1,0,0,2), (1,2,1,2,1,1),
(1,1,2,0,0,0), (0,1,1,2,0,0), (0,0,1,1,2,0), (0,0,0,1,1,2),
(1,1,1,1,2,2), (1,2,2,2,2,0), (0,1,2,2,2,2),
(1,1,0,2,0,1), (2,0,0,2,1,2), (1,0,1,1,0,2), (1,2,1,2,2,1),
(2,0,1,0,1,1), (2,1,2,0,2,0), (0,2,1,2,0,2),
(1,1,0,2,0,2), (1,2,2,1,0,1), (2,0,1,1,0,2), (1,0,1,2,2,]),
(2,0,2,0,1,1), (2,1,2,1,2,0), (0,2,1,2,1,2),
(1,1,1,2,0,0), (0,1,1,1,2,0), (0,0,1,1,1,2), (1,1,1,2,2,2),
(1,2,2,2,0,0), (0,1,2,2,2,0), (0,0,1,2,2,2),
(1,1,2,2,0,0), (0,1,1,2,2,0), (0,0,1,1,2,2), (1,1,1,2,2,0),
(0,1,1,1,2,2), (1,1,2,2,2,O), (0,1,1,2,2,2),
(2,1,w,0,l,2), (1,0,2,2,1,2), (1,2,1,O,O,2), (l,2,O,2,l,1),
(2,O,1,2,l,O), (0,2,0,1,2,1), (2,2,1,2,0,1}}
Since we find also that
16 '" A + Y I = 20,
for all Y e r, where r = v(6,3)' 6.vO, it follows from
" A2.1.6 that 0,6, r generate an S-ring with parameters C.
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Step 4: Find Aut g
~~ealready know that, by our construction, the matrix
T belongs to Aut ~ By means of a more complex version
of the technique described in the proof of Lemma 3 of § 4.3,
we find also the following matrices belonging to Aut ~
A =
c =
o o
13 = ° 1 0 0 0 01 0 ° 0 0 0
1 000
2 1 110 2
1 0 0 000
222 200
000 100
o 0 0 2 2 0
000 002
o ° ° 2 ° °
1 1 0 ° 2 °
1 201 1
2 ° ° ° 2 °
011 210
020 100
° 2 0 2 2 °
° 1 0 0 1 1
1 2 0 0 0
Let G be the subgroup <T,A,B,C,D> of GL(6,3), and leto
2 0 0 1 2 °
D =o 2 ° 1 2 °
2 1 1 ° 2 °
120 1 1 0
1 2 ° ° 1 °
200 2 2 1
~ = (2,1,0,0,0,0). Then
G is transi tive on 6o
G = <A.B,C,D> •o,a.
and has rank 3 with subdegrees
1, 10, 45, for the orbits of G rv on A are {~}, ~~ and r~o,~
where a set of line representatives of A ~ is
{(0,0,0,2,1,0), (1,0,0,2,0,1), (0,0,0,2,2,1),
(2,0,0,2,1,2), (2,1,0,1,2,2), (0,1,0,2,0,2), (0,0,0,0,1,2),
(1,1,0,2,0,2), (2,2,0,1,0,2), (O,2,0,1,2,1)}.
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We see that
t1.1. = {~E A ( S; ,a.)Q. = o)
while
( ~ ,a.) Q I o}
Let ~ = (0,0,0,2,1,0) and S = (1,0,0,2,0,1). The orbits
of <B,C,D> on ~~ are {~} and ~~ , ~, and those of <C,D>
on Al. are {il}, {~} and AL ..... {~, i }. By Theorem 1.1.1, the
order of G /Z is 56.10.9.8.o By Theorem 4.1.1 the order of
Aut 1>
Z is a divisor of 56.11.10.9.8.
Aut ,g .If Z conta~ns an
element of order 11, then the group is doubly transitive on
L,}. ; but it can be shown that no element of (Aut,g la. maps
a point in Al. to one in r~ Hence Go is the full
automorphism group Aut ~ of $
Step 5: Identify Aut -8
To identify the group G /Z we first consider the
0
stabilizer of the point ~. We observed earlier that one
of the orbits Al- of G on A consists of those lines of ~0
which are orthogonal to <X.. We see also that the vectors
of bl- span a 4-dimensional subspace < ~~> of v(6,3). We
"can show by 2.1.6 that ~~ is a simple basis quantity for a
rank 3 S-ring over v(4,p) with parameters A(3). Since we
have already proved the uniqueness of such an S-ring, the
results of § 4.2 imply that
(Go/Z)~ is isomorphic to PGL(2,9).
It is shown in [Ib] that a rank 3 extension of this group with
subdegrees 1,10,45 is unique and isomorphic to [PSL(3,4]C2.
This completes our proof.
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Note: We have shown that PSL(3,4) acts on 56 points
of PG(5,3) as a rank 3 permutation group with parameters
(k,£,A,~) = (10, 45, 0, 2).
Since ~ = A+2, the associated second Higman design (defined
on Page 6) is balanced. This gives solutions ~or design
numbers 51 and 52 (listed as having no known solutions) in
M. Hall's table (p.294 of [~ J). Since the pUblication
of Hall's book, the above rank 3 representation of PSL(3,4)
on 56 pointshas been found independently by Wales [21J and
Montague [I~J. Our construction gives the further
information that the 56 points may be chosen in PG(5,3) on
which PSL(3,4) acts as a subgroup of po-(6,3). It seems
likely that the geometry of this situation might be explored
to good effect.
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§ 5. Rank 3(p,n} groups with a balanced symmetric
block design.
This section was motivated by the following remark
of U.G. Higman (p.153, [loJ): "It would be interesting to
determine rank 3 groups, in addition to the symplectic
groups, whose associated designs are balanced symmetric;
at present we know only the orthogonal groups 02m+l(q},
m ~ 2, q odd." We found a further example of such a group
in § 4.4 with parameters (10, 45, 0, 2). In § 5 we search
for rank 3 (p,n) groups with balanced block designs. The
results of Higman and Tamaschke are sufficient to restrict
the possible sets of parameters to two infinite series, for
which we will exhibit corresponding series of rank 3 (p,n)
groups.
We recall the following results about the parameters
(k,£,~,~) of a rank 3 (p,n) group (See 1.2.5, 1.2.7 and 2.2.9).
n
(a) k + { + 1 = p
(c) d = U _~)2 + 4(k-~)
(d) d 2r integer r.= p , some
(e) r 2k o..-~)(k+.e), but r not.p divides + 2p does
We saw in § 1.2 that the first Higman design is balanced if
~= ~, the second if A + 2 = Il·
Theorem 5.1. Suppose G is a rank 3 (p,n) group.
(i) If the first Higman design of G is balanced (i.e. ~ = Il)
then p = 2 and
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(ii) If the second lIigman design of G is balanced
(i.e. ).= 1l-2) then we get parameters for the same
designs as in (i) wi th ~ and r interchanged.
Proof. (i) With X = Il, (c) becomes
d=4(k-Il),
and so (d) gives
p = 2 •
Hence, from (c) and (d)
k-Il 2r-2= 2 •
From (e), we see that
2r divides 2k but does not divide 4k,
and hence we get
r-1k = a 2 ••• (1')
and
r-l( r-l)Il = 2 a-2 • •• (g)
1'or some odd integer a.
(a), (b), (f) and (g) give
(a-1)(a+1) = 2n-r+1(a_2r-1) ·..
Hence 2n-r divides a-lor a+1, and since k is strictly less
nthan 2 -1, we have
n-ra = 2 + 1 or
If a = 2n-r+1 - 1, then (h) gives
2r-l -_1 ,. .~.e. r = 1 •
But then
contradicting (a), 1'or £ is strictly positive. Hence
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a = 2n-r + 1
and (h) implies that
n = 2r.
(f) now gives
while (g) gives
(ii) is proved similarly.
We now show that Theorem 5.1 is the best result
possible by showing that for each set of parameters given
by it, there is a group satisfying the hypotheses. We
consider orthogonal groups over the field GF(2) of 2 elements
(in § 4.0, we discussed orthogonal groups only for p I 2).
Let V be the vector space V(2r,2). We define quadratic
forms over V as in Chapter 8 of ['3]. There are two of them
up to change of basis, denoted by Q and Q1, and defined aso
(~)Qo = xlx2 + x3x4 + ••• + x IX2r- 2r
and
(~)Q1 = (~)Q + xl +o
We define the orthogonal group O(i)(2r,2) to be the group
for i = 0 and 1. Let
( . )[V(2r,2)]O ~ (2r,2).
(i){O}, C:l. = {~: (~)Qi = I}, r (i) =
{T E GL(2r,2) : (~T)Q. = (c )Q. }~ ~
G(i)(2r) be the semi-direct product
Then G(i)(2r) is rank 3 with suborbits
{~: (~)Q. = 0, ~ 10}.~
It is not difficult to show that
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while
and hence that
IL1 (1) I:;: 2r-l ( 2r +1 ) ,
G(0)(2r) and G(1)(2r) are two series of
rank 3 groups having parameters asgiven by Theorem 5.1.
These rank 3 representations were found independently
by Rudvalis [not yet published], who has also macle some
further observations of interest. He showed that the first
(0)and second Higman designs of G (2r) are respectively
equivalent to the second and first Higman designs of G(1)(2r).
Thus, for each r, the two designs are essentially the same
having an automorphism group which contains both 0(O)(2r,2)
(1)and O· ( 2r, 2)• Rudvalis shows that these two groups (as
subgroups of GL(2r,2» generate the symplectic group Sp(2r,2).
Hence [V]Sp(2r,2) is an automorphism group of the rank 3
design, although it acts doubly transitively on the points
of the design. This gives an example of a design associated
with a rank 3 S-ring g in which the automorphism group of
the design is larger than Aut ~
- I J ~ -
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